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Background and Methodology 

Background 
Administrative data in the UK  
Administrative Data Research UK (ADR UK) defines administrative data as “information created when 

people interact with public services, such as schools, the NHS, the courts or the benefits system, and 

collated by government”. Whilst this data is collected with the aim of being useful for the operations of 

public bodies, it is thought that administrative data has wider potential to be tapped for research 

purposes, helping with knowledge creation and providing valuable insights about society that can help 

support policymakers. 

According to a recent study by UKRI (2020), a large number of researchers are successfully 

leveraging UK administrative data in their research, with just under 2,000 publications utilising UK 

administrative data between 2017 and 2019. This study identified a large number of UK administrative 

datasets available to researchers on topics as wide-ranging as dental records, incidents of 

homelessness, air quality, income, educational performance and registered deaths. These publications 

are cited roughly three and a half times more frequently than other comparable publications. 

Data missingness 
Missing data is a common issue in research in both administrative and survey data. In fact, 

missingness occurs in the majority of empirical studies. Berchtold (2019) analysed quantitative papers 

published in 2017 from six social science journals and identified missing data in at least 69.5% of the 

studies reviewed. It is important to address data missingness appropriately as, depending on the 

mechanism driving the missingness, it can significantly undermine the validity and statistical power of 

the estimates produced in the context of an empirical analysis (Baguley & Andrews, 2016; Baio & 

Leurent, 2016; Berchtold, 2019; Ezzine & Benhlima, 2018; Kato & Hoshino, 2020; Lang & Little, 2018; 

Momeni et al., 2018; Wiley & Wiley, 2019).  

Missingness occurs in different forms and levels; it can occur when individuals are included in the 

dataset with incomplete information or when individuals are completely absent from a dataset. While 

both types of missingness can be harmful, the first type benefits from the fact that researchers have 

information on the characteristics of individuals with incomplete information. Observations being 

completely absent from a dataset is common across both survey and administrative datasets. In 

survey datasets, those individuals (or organisations) can be characterised based on the sampling 

design (including how and to whom the survey was administrated). In the case of administrative data, 

gaps may occur, among other reasons, due to specific groups of people not being in contact with 

public or other services.   

As will be discussed later in this section, the vast majority of literature identified in this review focussed 

on item-level missingness (i.e., cases where specific data points are missing instead of whole 

observations). Consequently, detailed information on the reasons and mechanisms behind what can 

be called “coverage” issues (i.e., groups of observations being absent from a dataset) was not 

extensively discussed in the studies identified by this review. However, it is important to note that the 

methods discussed in this paper are applicable to both types of missingness. Additionally, a lot of the 

challenges specific to coverage issues can be dealt with at the data collection stage or with additional 

data collection activities (e.g., qualitative research to understand gaps, or using results from survey 

studies to understand the reasons of missingness and estimate the characteristics of the population 

missing). This paper focusses on the methods to deal with missingness once data is collected.  
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The presence of missingness affects the quality of the dataset, impacting the validity of the analysis 

and, thus, the interpretation of the results (Leke & Marwala, 2019a). The magnitude of the impact 

depends on various factors, such as whether missingness is random or not and the prevalence of 

missingness within a dataset. As an example of missingness in administrative data, Di Girolamo et al., 

(2018) used a sample of cancer patients in England to examine the association between missing data 

on cancer stage, socioeconomic and clinical characteristics of patients. The study highlighted that as 

the characteristic of cancer stage is vital when evaluating the impact of early diagnoses, it was 

important to understand what drives missingness on this particular variable. Their analysis showed 

that missing data on cancer stage was more frequent among older patients. While random 

missingness may lead to imprecision of empirical estimates, systematic missingness (when 

observations with complete data are systematically different than observations with incomplete data) 

is more challenging as it can lead to biased inference (Smelcer, 2020). For instance, Lewin et al. 

(2018) used a longitudinal dataset to show that selective attrition in the outcome of interest (body 

mass index, in this specific case) can lead to a heavily biased estimated association of interest 

(between body mass index and education, in this study). Missingness in administrative data sources 

may also arise completely at random, for instance, due to lack of infrastructure or training for data 

collection (Abir et al., 2021). 

The literature has identified several reasons for missing data with some reasons being more common 

than others. According to Leke & Marwala (2019a), a very well-known cause of missingness is 

individuals' refusal to provide personal and sensitive information (e.g., due to privacy concerns). 

Moreover, data providers may lose information when they try to sustain large databases due to failure 

of the data collection and storage systems (Leke & Marwala, 2019a). 

Linking data from different data sources may also lead to increased data missingness in the resulting 

dataset (Leke & Marwala, 2019a). Missingness can occur either because information is dropped 

during the exchange process among different systems or due to unmatched observations. For 

example, when linking administrative data, individuals with full information in one source may not be 

recorded at all in other datasets and vice versa. Other common causes of missingness include errors 

by humans when processing the data and machine errors due to equipment malfunctions (Ben Hariz 

et al., 2017; Emmanuel et al., 2021). In clinical and epidemiological research, incomplete 

questionnaire responses and scarcity of samples or sample selection due to costly experiments can 

also lead to incomplete data (Wahl et al., 2016).  

Rationale for this research 
There is currently an increasing focus on leveraging administrative data for research purposes in the 

UK, especially in light of the high costs and low response rates experienced in collecting large scale 

survey data. The potential for greater exploitation of administrative data has been recognised by the 

Office for National Statistics (ONS), which is currently undergoing a transformation programme. The 

transformation programme is looking to reduce reliance on surveys through enhancing the quality of 

administrative data and exploring the feasibility of replacing key statistical outputs, such as the 

Census, with information from integrated sources of administrative and non-survey data.  

Addressing common issues affecting the quality of administrative data, such as missingness, will be of 

critical importance to ensuring researchers can be confident of drawing robust and accurate 

conclusions from such data sources. While there is extensive research on how to deal with 

methodological risks and challenges when utilising survey data, research on issues related to the use 

of administrative and other non-survey data sources is scarce. 

Based on this consideration, the ONS has commissioned various research activities aiming to 

increase the understanding of available methods, tools and processes that can be used to achieve a 
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more integrated use of administrative data in the UK. This report aims to contribute to the objectives of 

the transformation programme by carrying out a systematic review of the literature, focussing on 

methods that can be applied to address missing data in administrative and non-survey data.  

Methodology 
This report presents the results of a Rapid Evidence Assessment (REA) which provides a 

comprehensive overview of the methods discussed and applied in the literature to deal with missing 

data. The review seeks to explore and understand available methods that can be used by the ONS, 

and other statistical authorities, when using administrative data to produce official statistics. 

There are two key themes explored in this review.  

1. What are the prevalent forms, causes and consequences of missing data in different sources? 

2. What are the key methods to address different forms of missingness, and what are main 

benefits and drawbacks of these methods? 

The review prioritised research on methods to address missingness in administrative and non-survey 

data used in carrying out social, business, population and economics research, but also explored 

benefits from methods applied in a broader range of disciplines if relevant. Apart from the two key 

primary themes defined above, the report also draws on more practical considerations related to data 

missingness – for example, ethical considerations when dealing with administrative datasets with 

missing information and the impact of different methods on subsequent modelling. 

Given the short time period in which this review was completed and the wide scope of the research 

questions, the approach undertaken was a flexible REA. This involved combining a systematic 

searching strategy with a selection strategy targeted at identifying the most relevant and 

comprehensive information. The search and selection of studies was undertaken using a predefined 

protocol, which is detailed in Appendix A. The protocol outlined the research questions, the search 

terms and information sources used for searching, the inclusion and exclusion criteria used to select 

the papers to include in the review, and the process of extracting the information from the literature.  

The papers selected, based on the inclusion criteria, are studies that discuss forms of data 

missingness and methodologies to deal with them, which can be relevant to administrative and other 

non-survey data sources. The studies reviewed were academic papers published in the last five years 

(i.e., 2016 to 2021). Two additional criteria were added on top of the two broad inclusion criteria to 

ensure the most relevant materials were reviewed in detail. Firstly, we selected papers focussing on 

the two key themes listed above, rather than briefly mentioning data missingness and related 

applications. Secondly, we focussed on studies exploring more than one method to approach 

missingness.  

This REA was undertaken between December 2021 and January 2022. In total, we reviewed 170 

academic papers in detail, 154 were identified through the REA search and 16 were found through 

snowballing. Papers identified through snowballing were older studies providing a more detailed 

explanation of specific methods, or additional information that was used to increase our 

understanding. Consequently, these additional papers are not necessarily directly answering the 

research questions discussed above.  

The majority of studies reviewed discussed item missingness and used non-administrative data. Only 

two studies focussed solely on unit missingness, and 15 studies discussed both unit and item 

missingness (less than 10 percent of the studies in the final reading list). Out of these 17 studies, only 

one was using administrative data. Around 12 percent of the studies included in the reading list 
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(excluding studies identified through snowballing) used administrative data, with the remaining 88 

percent using survey data (around 23 percent), simulated data (12 percent), no data (11 percent) and 

other data sources (e.g., clinical trial data, biological data, data from data repositories available for 

testing Machine Learning techniques). The vast majority of studies using administrative data sources 

used health data, with most of them selecting a small sample of patients with specific characteristics 

or conditions.  

The diagram below shows all the stages of the REA, the number of studies identified at each stage 

and the criteria for which research papers were excluded or included.  

 

Long list 

959 studies after 

removing duplicates   

 

Search list 

1,260 studies retrieved 

and recorded using a set 

of search terms 

Reading list 

170 studies included in 

the reading list and 

reviewed in full  

 

Studies were rejected following 
screening of titles and/or abstracts 
because they did not meet the broad 
inclusion criteria – for example, they:  

1. were too old (before 2016), 

2. were not directly related to the 
primary research questions,  

3. were not accessible, or 

4. were books or PhD theses.  

  

Studies were sifted out of the reading 
list following screening of the abstracts 
and/or full text because the studies did 
not meet the more restrictive inclusion 
criteria. A small number of studies (16) 
were added through snowballing. 

Studies included in the reading list:  

• directly address the first theme of 
primary research question, or they 
predominantly focus on 
methodologies to deal with 
missingness, and 

• they discuss more than one method 
to approach missingness or compare 
their approach to other existing 
methodologies.   

Short list 

612 studies following 

initial screening of long list 
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Forms of Missing Data and Implications 

To define missingness in datasets, the academic literature presents several dimensions of missing 

data. Acknowledging and characterising these dimensions is the first step towards an accurate and 

consistent strategy to deal with missing values. 

Forms of missingness 
Missingness can be related to issues arising during the data generation and collection procedures and 

can be human- or machine-based. There are three main aspects related to missing data discussed in 

the literature: mechanisms, levels and patterns. These dimensions refer to the underlying cause of 

missing values, whether missingness affects whole sets of observations or variables in the data, and 

the distribution of missing values within the dataset.  

Missingness levels 
A key dimension of the missing records in a dataset is the level of missingness. The key categorisation 

presented below is used by Baio & Leurent (2016) and Berchtold (2019) to characterise the level of 

missingness.  

• Item missingness: occurs when single items are missing or omitted in a dataset. For 

example, an item in this context can be one response of a participant in a questionnaire or a 

single data point in an administrative dataset.  

• Unit missingness: occurs when a unit of observation is completely unobserved in a dataset. 

For example, a participant in a survey, a household, or a firm in an administrative dataset.  

In addition to the above categories, Mellenbergh (2019) added the concept of variable missingness to 

describe “the number of variables that a person is missing” in a dataset. 

A common category of missingness that is related to longitudinal datasets is attrition. Attrition is a 

special case combining item and unit missingness, as it describes data that is missing for a whole unit 

of observation but from a specific time-period onwards. For example, survey attrition occurs when a 

unit in a longitudinal panel drops from the sample after the first wave due to unexpected reasons. A 

similar issue can exist in administrative datasets when units are observed until one specific point in 

time and disappear afterwards.   

Missingness mechanisms 
The mechanisms of missingness refer to the underlying process that generates missing records in a 

dataset. Understanding the missingness mechanism is of vital importance as it has a direct impact on 

the validity of the statistical inference of any analysis that is undertaken using the dataset in question.  

• Missing Completely At Random (MCAR): Data is assumed to be MCAR if missingness 

occurs by absolutely random chance and is independent of any other factor, observed or 

unobserved (Kombo et al., 2017). In this case, observed records are a random subsample of 

the full dataset (Mellenbergh, 2019). In other words, missing records, individuals or units (e.g., 

a household) are not expected to be different than those observed.  

• Missing At Random (MAR): If the probability of missingness depends only on observed data, 

it is classified as MAR. In other words, missingness is statistically related to some factors 

included in the dataset. In this case, once controlling for these observed values, missingness 
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becomes completely random again (Mellenbergh, 2019); Salgado et al. 2016). Salgado et al. 

(2016) gave the example of a scenario where elderly people were less likely to inform the 

doctor if they had previously caught pneumonia. In that scenario, the response rate of the 

question on pneumonia would depend on the age of the respondent. If the age is observed for 

all patients and the pneumonia response rate is not related to any unobserved information, 

then by controlling for the age of the respondents (and any other observed information that 

also affect response rates) the sample becomes random again.  

• Missing Not At Random (MNAR): In the MNAR scenario, the probability of a value to be 

missing depends on the missing values themselves (Ben Hariz et al., 2017) or on some factors 

that researchers cannot observe (Gorisek & Pahor, 2017). For example, if low-income 

individuals are more probable to not report on their income, then the probability of missing 

data is determined by the missing variable itself. This is the most challenging context; 

knowledge of the data generation and collection process, as well as the field of research, are 

of great help to deduce the exact cause of missingness (Gorisek & Pahor, 2017). 

In the special case of longitudinal data, MAR occurs when the probability of missingness depends on 

data collected at earlier waves (in the case of surveys) or time periods, but not on the data that would 

have been collected at the time period of missing data. MCAR and MNAR have the same definitions 

and interpretation in both cross-sectional and longitudinal data.  

Missingness patterns 

Another dimension of missingness refers to the pattern of missing data across the dataset. 

Missingness is defined as univariate if there are missing records in only one variable within the 

dataset (Leke & Marwala, 2019a; Q. Ma et al., 2020). Alternatively, missingness distributed across 

observations and variables can be described as non-monotone missingness, or arbitrary missing 

data pattern (Kombo et al., 2017; Leke & Marwala, 2019a). Lastly, monotone missingness occurs 

when, for a given observation at point j, records are found to be missing for every data point higher 

than (or after) j. This pattern is mostly relevant to longitudinal studies, and it is described as drop-out 

or attrition (Kombo et al., 2017; Little, 2021), but also as censored observations (Genolini et al., 

2016). 

Identifying and describing missingness   
When dealing with a dataset with missing values, researchers can observe the missingness level and 

pattern. However, identifying the underlying mechanism is of high complexity and is not always 

straightforward (Baio & Leurent, 2016). Researchers can rely on their fundamental knowledge of the 

field and the data generation and collection processes to infer the mechanisms through which missing 

records are generated.   

Researchers may not often know the process that generated missingness in their dataset, and usually 

rely on assumptions about these mechanisms. However, the Little’s Test is a practical statistical tool to 

test the assumption of data MCAR, which is based on testing mean differences on each variable 

across the dataset as a generalisation of univariate tests (Akbaş, 2017; Gorisek & Pahor, 2017; 

Roberts et al., 2017) 

MAR is a less restrictive and more realistic assumption regarding missingness in a real dataset (Baio & 

Leurent, 2016). Observed records within the dataset can be used as auxiliary variables to explain 

missingness (Leppink, 2019). However, the MAR assumption may not to be fully testable, since the 

possibility of missingness being dependent on unobserved records cannot be excluded. 

Finally, if data is assumed to be MNAR, the mechanism cannot be tested, because missingness 

depends on unobserved information. In these cases, additional assumptions on the mechanism 
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generating missingness are necessary (Smuk et al., 2017). Sensitivity analyses are often performed to 

test how the findings of the research hold under different assumptions and violations of MCAR and 

MAR conditions (Salgado et al., 2016; Shin et al., 2017). These sensitivity analyses entail exploring 

different causes of missingness and assess how the results would change (Gabrio et al., 2017). Both 

Novotny et al. (2021) and Smuk et al. (2017) discussed the practical importance of adequately 

proving the results under different assumptions about potential underlying mechanisms. 

Regarding identifying missingness, Laaksonen 

(2018) introduced a practical technique which 

creates a dummy variable to identify partial and 

complete missingness in datasets. Particularly, the 

author proposed a framework that includes the 

following steps to: (i) identify the missing rates 

across variables and observations, (ii) calculate 

these rates across relevant categories observed in 

the data (e.g., gender, income, region of origin), 

and (iii) estimate a model to predict missingness 

based on the observed data. This framework, 

although proposed in a survey-based study to 

improve data collection processes in the future, is 

seemingly applicable for other datasets to 

understand missingness and gain initial insights on 

its causes.  

Implications of missingness 
Information losses due to missing data often result in reduced sample sizes and increased uncertainty 

around the validity and interpretation of the results of data analysis, depending on the level, pattern 

and underlying mechanism of missingness. An increasing rate of missingness poses higher threats to 

the validity of the results, including statistical inference (Emran & Shilpi, 2018) and classification 

accuracy (Agrawal & Srivastava, 2021; Alade et al., 2020). 

The consequences of missingness are observed in many different research fields, in which missing 

data result in invalid inference, for example, in the context of empirical analyses about firm productivity 

or health status (Breunig et al., 2016; Kang et al., 2016). However, these consequences depend 

largely on the missing rate, that is, the share of missing observations or observations with missing 

data, in the dataset and the underlying mechanism. This section discusses implications of missingness 

of different levels and driven by various mechanisms.  

Implications of missingness under different mechanisms 
Although item and unit missingness are related, they entail somewhat different risks. Item missingness 

challenges the comparability and compatibility between different estimates within the same 

multivariate analysis, while unit missingness poses a direct threat to the representativeness of the 

sample (Berchtold, 2019), especially if missing data is concentrated among people with specific 

characteristics. Berchtold (2019) explained that if a study includes complete data for one variable 

(e.g., age) and incomplete data for another variable (e.g., income), then the summary statistics of 

each variable will refer to different samples. If analysis of both variables is undertaken, then there is a 

high risk of biased estimates, depending on the mechanism that drives missingness.   

 

Visualising missingness 

Several practical techniques are 

developed to allow researchers to obtain 

initial insights on missingness types and 

importance. Alemzadeh et al. (2019) 

argued that visualisation can play a 

strong role in analysing and displaying the 

missingness patterns. Based on that, the 

authors presented the VIVID algorithm, 

which was created to visualise missing 

patterns while providing functions for 

exploration, imputation and validity 

checks. 
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Under MCAR, the observed dataset happens to be a random subset of the original one (i.e., the 

dataset that would be observed if missing information was recorded). The easiest option to deal with 

missingness in such a case is to ignore observations with missing values. However, ignoring them 

might result in discarding a large amount of information. Analysis of data under the MCAR scenario will 

still produce unbiased estimates, but the sample will be limited, resulting in reduced statistical 

efficiency and increased estimate variances, thus affecting precision of estimates (Di Girolamo et al., 

2018; Wiley & Wiley, 2019).   

Under the MAR mechanism, observations with missing values are systematically different from the 

sample with complete information. Consequently, simply ignoring the observations with missing data 

will lead to invalid estimates that would be different under complete information. Under MAR, 

missingness can be defined based on observed data, and thus researchers can explicitly deal with 

missing data and avoid ignoring information. However, explicitly addressing missing records entails 

formulating assumptions on the causes of missingness – that means that researchers have to identify 

factors that drive missingness and develop a strategy to control for them. If the missingness model is 

not correctly specified, it may lead to non-valid inference and biased estimates (Gnang et al., 2020; 

Kleinke et al., 2020a). 

Lastly, the MNAR scenario poses the greatest challenge to the validity of statistical analysis. The 

probability of a unit of observation having missing data is related to the value of the missing records, 

even controlling for observed characteristics. For example, if the probability of not having observed 

health records depends on the health status of the individual, health status data is missing not at 

random. This scenario creates bias to any estimates produced as the population is systematically 

different from the observed sample and missingness cannot be fully explained using existing 

information. Consequently, this type of missingness, which is also named non-ignorable, requires 

assumptions about the missingness mechanism (Qin, 2017b). According to Leurent et al. (2018), this 

makes MAR a convenient initial point to run the analysis, followed by conducting sensitivity analysis to 

see how results would deviate if data was, in fact, MNAR. 

In summary, failing to consider missingness in datasets can lead to loss of statistical power, inefficient 

estimates, estimation bias and findings that cannot be generalised (Roberts et al., 2017). Missingness 

may also lead to incorrect performance of classification algorithms – those categorising data into 

groups (Thomas & Rajabi, 2021), as well as an under- or over-estimate of treatment effects (Ayilara et 

al., 2019). It can also hinder the understanding of outcomes at the individual and population level (Di 

Girolamo et al., 2018) or, more generally, result in non-valid inferences.  

However, as discussed later in this report, inadequate methods to handle missing data can debilitate 

the study results even further (De et al., 2020). Missingness and methods to deal with it will always 

entail some degree of uncertainty, and one should describe the extent and causes of missingness in 

the dataset. The literature also proposes the use of sensitivity analyses to test the robustness of the 

results under different underlying mechanisms and discuss the direction and magnitude of possible 

biases (Baio & Leurent, 2016). 

Impact of data missingness on sample representativeness  
Missingness can lead to what one may call coverage problems, especially when created by MAR or 

MNAR mechanisms. If not addressed properly, reduced sample representativeness of the overall 

population may significantly hinder the validity of the estimates. This is of particular concern if the 

unobserved information refers to units with special or protected characteristics (e.g., vulnerable 

people) because any policy implemented based on the results of such analyses may disregard them. 
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Albeit administrative datasets are often assumed to be fairly complete, they can also be affected by 

this issue. For instance, longitudinal administrative data on labour force participation in a developed 

country like Luxembourg can include missing data in employment status and wages (Bia et al., 2021). 

Also, if people with poor health are less likely to report information on their health care needs, using 

incomplete data will result in underestimation of healthcare needs and costs to address them, which is 

a serious problem for decision and policy making (Baio & Leurent, 2016).  

In health settings, Godin, Keefe, and Andrew (2017) did not find relevant associations between 

demographics and missingness in mental state examinations, but they suggested that missingness 

may be related to underlying health conditions (e.g., visual difficulties, or motor skills). In a longitudinal 

study of quality-of-life, the probability of having missing data was associated with lower IQ and some 

medical conditions (including having a disability) (Lee, K. J., et al., 2016). Leurent et al. (2018), in a 

cost-effectiveness evaluation of a weight-loss intervention, encountered missing data in Health-

Related Quality of Life (HRQoL) questionnaires. The authors could not fully identify the causes of 

missingness, but they argued that patients with poorer health may be less likely to complete quality-of-

life questionnaires. Finally, as mentioned above, Di Girolamo et al. (2018), showed that missing data 

on cancer stage was more frequent among older patients.  

The above cases illustrate how conditions and personal characteristics may affect the probability of 

being observed in healthcare datasets or related surveys. Individuals with specific characteristics may 

have less motivation or fewer opportunities to engage with services or participate in a survey. To be 

able to make informed assumptions or estimates of the missing population and their characteristics, 

research can rely on substantive knowledge of the field of study or experts’ elicitations on the 

distribution of the data (Leurent et al., 2018; Tong et al. 2019).    

In summary, exploring underlying causes of missingness is central to identifying systematic differences 

in observed and unobserved data and assess the generalisability of any analysis of the data in 

question. Di Girolamo et al. (2018) highlighted the role of better administrative practices in highest 

performing areas (e.g., better IT systems or internal procedures) and argued that regional variations in 

administrative practice can lead to a violation of the MCAR condition and can thus bias estimations at 

the national level.  

Ethical considerations  

Ethical considerations related to missing data and approaches to deal with them are not directly 

addressed within the literature captured by the search strategy of the REA. Notwithstanding, 

several studies discuss that data accuracy and completeness is necessary for accurate public 

policy development. 

For instance, in the field of education, the imputation of scores for student-at-risk of failing 

affects educational predictions and, hence, action to tackle their needs (Smith et al., 

2021).Within the health sector, it is important to obtain continuous and complete information on 

individual health outcomes and behaviours to motivate action. Zulj et al. (2020) developed a 

method to complete gaps in patient data to ensure adequate and timely patient monitoring.  

Naumova (2021) calls researchers and policymakers to acknowledge that missingness is a red 

flag itself as it may indicate uncommon, unusual or even stigmatised conditions. According to 

the author, ignoring or not adequately addressing it puts additional burdens on already 

vulnerable populations. It is argued that digital technologies should be part of the solution to 

reduce knowledge gaps and incorporate socially excluded and deprived groups into population 

analysis and decision making. 
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Methods to Handle Missing Data  

The literature discusses a wide range of methodologies developed to address missingness of various 

causes and types. Existing approaches are broadly classified as (i) ad hoc (e.g., complete-case 

analysis and available-case analysis) and (ii) ‘‘statistical principled’’ methods, including maximum 

likelihood, multiple imputation and fully Bayesian approaches (Z. Ma & Chen, 2018).  

Other classifications focus more on the statistical methods and distinguish between the likelihood-

based approach, weighting methods and imputation-based methods (Tong et al., 2019). In addition, 

advances in data science and computational methods made the use of Artificial Intelligence or data 

mining approaches more prominent – either as single solutions to missingness or in combination with 

‘traditional’ statistical techniques such as imputation (Khadka & Shakya, 2021; Santos et al., 2017). In 

this context, data imputation techniques can be categorised into (i) statistical-based and (ii) machine 

learning-based techniques. 

This section outlines the key methods dealing with missing data as found in the literature reviewed, 

starting with simpler methods (e.g., deletion of missing values), moving on to discuss more complex 

approaches (e.g., imputation techniques) and concluding with a discussion on machine-learning 

methods. The choice and effectiveness of each method depends on various factors discussed below, 

and none of these methods works perfectly under all possible circumstances (Kleinke et al., 2020b). 

Deletion 
The most “naïve” method to handle missingness is the deletion of missing entries, and it is categorised 

into listwise and pairwise deletion. Listwise deletion (or complete case analysis (CCA)) is the 

process where individuals with at least one missing variable are excluded from the analysis1. As a 

result, the analysis is based only on units (e.g., individuals, families, households) for which full 

information is available within the dataset.  

The key advantages of this method are that it is easy to use and under MCAR provides unbiased 

estimates. However, even if the MCAR condition is satisfied, it should be noted that statistical power 

will be decreased as a result of reduced sample size compared to having complete information for the 

whole sample either with original or imputed data (Çay et al., 2021). 

The main disadvantage of CCA, is that when missing data is not completely and randomly distributed 

in the dataset (i.e., not in the MCAR case), analysis will result in invalid statistical inference (Leke & 

Marwala, 2019a; Mellenbergh, 2019). For example, under MAR and MNAR, the observations with 

missing information are different from those with complete information. Consequently, if incomplete 

observations are ignored, the sample is not representative of the whole population. In other words, the 

analysis is only valid for the sample observed rather than the population of interest. Coertjens et al. 

(2017) provided the following example to explain this issue: consider a case where students with low 

scores tend to have more missing data than those that perform relatively well. In that case, mean 

scores will be overestimated, as they will be based more heavily on the outcomes of high-performing 

students. 

The magnitude of the bias introduced can be affected by the share of missing observations (i.e., the 

missing rate).  For instance, De Silva et al. (2017) used simulated datasets of 5,000 individuals based 

 

1 Yang & Chiang (2020) mentioned another form of listwise deletion, called variable deletion (DV), in which a whole variable is removed if the 

share of missing observations exceeds a specific threshold. 
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on the Longitudinal Study of Australian Children (LSAC) and imposed different types of missingness 

on the body mass index (BMI) for age variable. The authors observed minimal bias in the presence of 

25% missing data under MCAR, weak MAR and strong MAR when using different data methods to 

deal with missingness, including CCA2. However, moderate bias was observed when the missing rate 

was increased to 50% by applying CCA under the two MAR scenarios.  

Pairwise deletion ((or Available Case Analysis (ACA)) refers to deletions of pairs of variables. In 

contrast to listwise deletion, if a unit contains some missing variables that are not necessary for the 

analysis, the unit remains in the analysis. Besides its simplicity, the main advantage with respect to 

listwise deletion is that the criteria to drop missing observations are less strict, leading to larger 

samples and higher statistical power.  

However, like CCA, ACA leads to biased estimates under MAR or MNAR conditions (Leke & Marwala, 

2019a; Mellenbergh, 2019). Plus, since observations are included in the analysis only if they have data 

available for the variables involved in the analysis, this method could result in inconsistent standard 

errors and parameters across the population (Leppink, 2019). For instance, if individual A has missing 

records for variable X, but not for Y and Z, and individual B has missing records for variable Y, but no 

for X and Z, the means of each variable, and the correlations, are computed on different samples. 

Weighting 
Another approach to improve the quality of statistical inference is to exclude missing information and 

use weights on the complete data to account for information losses. Sampling weights are assigned to 

observations based on their frequency in the total population.  

Stratified weighting (SW) is a process where the same weights are assigned within each stratum, 

namely each group of data under which observations are drawn (Tan et al., 2017). Inverse 

probability weighting (IPW) is another standard approach used to estimate population quantities 

which has also been extensively applied to deal with missing data. It uses the inverse of the probability 

to be sampled to assign weights (De Silva et al., 2021; Tan et al., 2017; Tong et al., 2019).  

According to Tong et al. (2019), the estimation of population quantities from an observed survey 

sample involves addressing missing data by design, as the non-response can affect the population-

level inference. The proposed approach weights each unit with the inverse of the selection probability, 

hence the observed sample is made equivalent to the target population. Researchers can then 

estimate parameters of interest by analysing the weighted sample (Tong et al., 2019). Colnet et al. 

(2021) discussed the suitability of IPW to reweight a sample used in a Randomised Control Trial (RCT) 

to make it similar to the actual population of interest. 

Propensity score weighting is another technique used to control for selection biases3 in non- 

experimental and observational studies (Allan et al., 2020; Choi et al., 2019; Desai & Franklin, 2019). 

Propensity score is the probability of assignment to a specific group (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983). For 

example, receiving a treatment conditional to a given set of observed covariates ((e = p(z=i|X)). Two 

main models are involved in the application of propensity score weighting techniques: (i) a selection 

model which estimates the effect of selection bias on the variable used to categorised items in the 

dataset in different groups, and (ii) an outcome model which explores the effect of this variable on the 

outcome variable.  

 

2 Weak and strong MAR refers to weak and strong associations between the probability of missing information in the variable of interest and the 

predictors of missingness.  

3 Selection bias is the bias introduced when the individuals in a sample are not representative of the population from which the researcher tries 

to draw inference. 
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Propensity score weighting estimators are used to address missing data, based on a set of 

assumptions about the distribution of the variable subject to missingness (i.e., the propensity to be 

missing or not). Allan et al. (2020) provided an example that demonstrates how this method can be 

applied to a sample of patients in treatment conditions. The authors discussed the similarities between 

propensity score weighting and IPW. They explain that weights are assigned to patients based on the 

inverse of their probability of receiving treatment, as estimated by the propensity score. This results in 

the creation of a pseudo-population in which patients with a high probability of receiving treatment 

have a smaller weight and patients with a low probability of receiving treatment are assigned a larger 

weight. As a result, the distribution of observed patient characteristics used to calculate the propensity 

score becomes independent of assignment to treatment. This inverse probability propensity score 

weighting can be used to estimate the average effect of receiving the treatment as the population is 

re-weighted to assess its effects in the scenario that it was offered to all patients within the population. 

According to Stoklosa et al. (2019), the methods discussed above create inflated estimates when the 

probability of a specific group of units being observed in a dataset is very low – this means that 

observations with low frequencies are often assigned larger weights.  

Capture-recapture models are models that use several independent samples of populations to 

estimate population parameters for populations that cannot be fully observed at once. Stoklosa et 

al.(2019) proposed an extension of these models to consider behavioural determinants of the 

probability of being observed. These extensions could model further complexity of the probability to be 

observed, thus providing more accurate weightings.  

Finally, IPW and propensity score weighting estimators can also be combined with regression and 

imputation methods. Such methods are discussed below together with further methodological 

considerations for improving their efficiency. 

Imputation 
A fruitful stream of research has developed a wide range of approaches to impute values. These 

models aim to substitute missing cases based on calculations or estimations. In this section, an 

overview of imputation models is provided. The overview begins with simple methods that are based 

on arithmetic substitutions and continues with more complex multivariate imputations. When 

discussing these methods, it should be noted that, unless stated otherwise, imputation approaches 

assume a MAR mechanism.   

Simple methods 
Single imputation is a technique where a missing value is completed by adding one value that is 

defined based on information from other observed records. Simple methods usually entail low 

computational burden, but they rely on strong assumptions about the distribution of the data (Momeni 

et al., 2018). 

Missing data are usually substituted with a value extracted from the distribution of the observed data. 

This is often the mean or median in the case of continuous variables, or the mode in the case of 

categorical values. These approaches have some limitations. For instance, mean imputation is 

affected by outliers. Median imputation overcomes this problem, but it has implications on variability. 

In this case, it is possible that the distance between the imputed value (median) and the true value is 

large, meaning that this method does not give an accurate prediction of the actual value (Miao et al., 

2018; Yang & Chiang, 2020).  
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To increase precision, one could impute conditional means. For instance, researchers may use one 

observation's individual mean (over time), the mean of a group of observations, or an ad-hoc statistic 

based on the specific setting of the research and data generation process. For instance, Benson et al. 

(2021) imputed longitudinal data about athlete’s performance. These authors observed that, among 

single imputation methods, the best method was to impute the mean of the athletes’ team in each 

session or game, rather than a person’s individual mean or temporal trends. Interestingly, the 

understanding of the nature of the data and the field was key. In this specific example, the athletes’ 

performance (what they are expected to do) depends on the team’s daily practices and trainings, 

which vary along the week and the season. For instance, if the trainer required higher numbers of 

jump counts, the athletes’ performances will be larger that day, regardless of the monthly trend. 

Another simple imputation method, relevant to longitudinal and time-series data, is the Last 

Observation Carried Forward (LOCF). In that case, every missing observation is substituted with 

the last observed value. A limitation of this approach is that the time effect disappears, in the sense 

that changes between one period and the following are not reflected (Anani et al., 2017; Mellenbergh, 

2019; Yang & Chiang, 2020)4.  

An improved approach to handle missingness in time series is linear interpolation, where the 

previous and next observed information are interpolated to substitute the missing value in between. In 

other words, the imputed value is a function of the known values of the previous and next periods, 

(e.g., using the average or the midpoint between the two values) (Çay et al., 2021; Salgado et al., 

2016; Wubetie, 2017). 

A very commonly approach is the so-called hot deck imputation method. This method associates 

each incomplete case (an observation with some missing records) to a complete one. In other words, 

the missing values of an incomplete case are filled with the values of the most similar complete case 

within the same dataset (Anani et al., 2017; Salgado et al., 2016). Similarity is derived through 

calculations based on the available information, usually on one (or a set of) chosen variable. For 

instance, Roberts et al. (2017) used data on infants and their parents. Similarity was obtained using 

the average of the closest five observations with information on gender, neonatal group classification, 

neonatal acuity, and socioeconomic status. The main advantage of hot deck imputation is that it 

provides an increased complexity compared to the simple methods, while it does not need to fit an 

actual model onto the data, thus it is not sensitive to miss-specification (Silva-Ramírez & Cabrera-

Sánchez, 2021).  

Leppink (2019) presented two slight variants of hot-deck imputation, based on distance functions and 

matching. In the first case, the value of the most similar observations is directly imputed to the missing 

record. Instead, in the second case they propose to stratify the dataset into similar subgroups based 

on observed characteristics. Then, for each observation with missing data, a random draw from the 

observation’s group is used to fill the gaps in the data. This case is also termed as matching pattern 

approach (Leppink, 2019). These approaches are consistent with the distribution of the data, but they 

may still underestimate variances because the single imputation, again, reinforces the correlation 

between variables. To overcome this drawback, a random hot-deck method is discussed by Wang et 

al. (2020). The authors in this study selected a random neighbour within the pool of donors (i.e., those 

observations that are most similar) and created confidence intervals based on that pool to obtain safer 

standard errors in subsequent estimations.   

 

 

4 Yang and Chiang (2020) also mention the Next Observation Carried Forward (NOBF) which is simply the substitution of missing observation 

with the next non-missing one. 
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However, there are cases where the 

complete observation that “feeds” imputed 

values is from a different source than the 

incomplete one. This method is called 

“cold deck”. Cold deck imputation can 

follow the same principles as hot deck 

imputation to identify similar observations 

and impute values (e.g., stratified 

matching, similarity measures, and closest 

neighbour or random imputation). 

However, it requires a complementary 

data set (Salgado et al., 2016). Neither hot 

nor cold deck methods require 

assumptions on the distribution of the 

data, but the accuracy of the imputation 

depends on the selection of the variables 

to obtain similar observations (Miao et al., 

2018). 

 

Anani et al. (2017) used the National Income Dynamics Study (NIDS), a longitudinal dataset on 

individuals in South Africa to compare deletion (listwise and pairwise) mean substitution, hot deck and 

LOCF under MCAR. Overall, they suggested that pairwise deletion, mean substitution and LOCF are 

the best imputation techniques.    

 

Examples of other methods using  

“similarity measurements” 

Following akin techniques in health records, some 

papers propose tailored approaches to missingness 

based on similarity measures. Based on continuous 

glucose monitors, which capture data systematically 

throughout the day, Zulj et al. (2020) measured 

Euclidean Distances between two temporal 

segments and imputed the values based on the 

mean value of the best potential matches. Similarly, 

Jazayeri et al. (2020) computed similarities between 

patients based on Euclidean Distances on 13 

electronic health records and imputed a value based 

on the weighted average of the similar patients, 

taking the similarity measure as a weight. 

Cut-off level to start imputation 

There is not a general consensus on what constitutes a manageable missingness rate, and 

decisions should be done on a case-by-case basis. Some evidence points towards a cut-off of 

around 5-10% in longitudinal studies, in which costs of missingness may still be small in terms of 

loss of statistical power (Roberts et al., 2017; Smith, 2017).  

Akbaş (2017) discussed those cut-offs based on the results of their simulations on data on the 

examination tests PISA and found that for data sets containing a higher than 2% missingness 

rate, statistical analysis is invalid under listwise deletion (i.e., excluding observations with missing 

values for the analysis) and one should consider using imputation techniques, even under MCAR.  

Researchers may often face a trade-off between the computational burden of imputation methods 

and the robustness of their results (Baio & Leurent, 2016). However, this is not always the case. 

Smith et al. (2021) tested several methods in a sample of 900 observations and 38 features. In 

this case, under less than 1% data missing at random (MAR), a rather complex approach to 

imputation (Multiple Imputation by Chained Equations) did not perform better than ignoring the 

observations with missing records (listwise deletion).  

This lack of consensus advocates for a careful analysis of missing rates, mechanisms, patterns 

and level. An important aspect in deciding whether to impute information or not is also the 

purpose of the dataset and the produced statistics. For example, different criteria should be 

considered if the target is to provide population statistics, econometric analysis or a detailed 

dataset to be used by other researchers.  
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Model-based imputation 
Mean, median and mode imputation, as well as LOCF, generally rely on univariate imputations. 

However, to obtain more accurate results, the literature has developed more complex approaches. 

This section covers model-based imputation methods in which missing values are filled through 

estimates derived from models (Salgado et al., 2016). Model-based imputation models can be used in 

the presence of missing records across several variables and observations in the dataset, while they 

have the advantage that they maintain the relationship between variables (B. Lee et al., 2020)5. 

Likelihood-based methods 

Likelihood-based techniques are based on maximum likelihood estimates of the observed variables. 

These methods could be consistent in MAR scenarios, but one must specify the right likelihood 

distribution for the complete data set (Yuan et al., 2018). One of these approaches is the Expectation 

Maximisation (EM) algorithm. EM algorithms operate within a two-step process. In the first step (E-

step – Expectation) values are imputed based on the observed parameters. In the second step (M-

step – Maximisation) the observed likelihood to obtain new distribution parameters is maximised (Ben 

Hariz et al., 2017). The iterative component of the algorithm entails re-imputing the missing record and 

maximising the likelihood of the distribution parameters until new iterations do not significantly change 

the imputed value. During each iteration the algorithm estimates missing values based on observed 

variables, to maximise the likelihood of complete information (Emmanuel et al., 2021). The difference 

between EM and regression is that, instead of equations, the EM uses maximum likelihood to 

approximate the parameters using observed and unobserved values (Bathaeian, 2018).  

 

5 In contrast with univariate techniques that use information on a single variable, multivariate methods are performed on the complete set and 

use correlations among variables to estimate missingness (Loukopoulos et al., 2018). 

Other methods of imputation 

There is extensive literature on additional methods of imputation that extend the broader methods 

discussed in this report. Some examples identified in the literature are listed below.  

• Bhushan  Pandey (2016, 2018) extended the linear regression imputation method with the 

optimal use of the information of auxiliary variables proposed by Diana & Francesco Perri 

(2010). Their extensions are based on “Searls-type difference” and “Searls-type ratio” 

imputation methods to improve accuracy. Additionally, Bhushan & Pandey (2021) further 

extended the algorithm using multi-auxiliary information. 

• Fang et al. (2016) presented an imputation method called intuitive imputation for binary data. 

This method is based imputing the proportion of the outcome for those observations that follow 

the same pattern as the observations with missing data. For consistency, they provided further 

development of this method based on the probability distribution of the binary outcome 

conditional on the pattern of the covariates. They compared these methods to CCA and 

seemed to perform well, as well as were more efficient, except in extreme cases of missingness 

and individual patterns. 

• A stream of literature discusses probabilistic approximation approaches for incomplete datasets 

in data mining. Probabilistic approximation is a mathematical concept based on rough set 

theory and it is associated with a parameter that takes values from 0 to 1. Clark et al. (2019, 

2020, 2021) compared different versions of probabilistic approximations to indicate differences 

when mining missing values.  
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Survival analysis often shows monotone missingness due to attrition or drop out, as in health studies 

due to patient death. These models aim at predicting an outcome based on several longitudinal 

observations. However, missingness is a direct threat to the accurate estimation of these joint models. 

Bhattacharjee et al. (2020) used EM within this context to impute both covariates and outcomes, 

under different correlation patterns between variables (e.g., auto-regressive, independent structures). 

Compared to simple imputation methods, EM is useful to maintain the relationship between variables, 

which is especially meaningful if the correlation between them is high (B. Lee et al., 2020). However, 

EM algorithms typically seem to perform worse when the dataset is large or high-dimensional (Ben 

Hariz et al., 2017; Montiel et al., 2018). Additionally, Solaro, Lucini, et al. (2017) highlighted that 

researchers should be careful as it’s possible that the assumption of multivariate normal distribution 

(namely, the assumption that linear combination of vector components follows a normal distribution) 

and the MAR assumption may not hold.  

As outlined before, the EM algorithm is a method to deal with missingness, based on maximising the 

likelihood of the complete dataset. However, one could alternatively rely on Full Information 

Maximum Likelihood models (FIML), that provide estimators and confidence intervals without any 

imputation, valid under MAR and MCAR (Leppink, 2019). FIML could also handle MNAR missingness 

mechanisms, but this would require a real understanding of the unobserved causes of missingness, 

which should be based on the researcher’s formulations (Edwards et al., 2017).  

These models seem useful even in the presence of high missing rates for statistical inference models. 

However, according to Lang and Little (2018), they are not recommended for unit missingness (the 

same holds for the multiple imputation approach later discussed) when there is no information 

available for some observations. The authors suggested to rely on weighting methods or finding 

complementary data sources in these cases. Both Lang and Little (2018) and Leppink (2019) 

suggested that FIML produces accurate estimates under MAR mechanisms, but highlighted the 

importance of accurately defining auxiliary variables to determine the missing values. Estimates will be 

biased if one does not use auxiliary variables or does not incorporate variables causing missingness in 

the main model (the inferential model) as the latter leads to a violation of the MAR assumption (Lang & 

Little, 2018).  

Imputation at aggregate data  

According to Savalei & Rhemtulla (2017), when the data is analysed at the aggregate level, 

FIML is not feasible because the variables with missing data are not directly in the model (i.e. 

modelling at the aggregate level involves observations of composite measures and not the raw 

items with missing observations). Instead, they proposed two slight variations, SL-FIML, in which 

the entire group is excluded if any item is missing, and ACML, in which observed items are 

averaged to obtain an initial composite score and ML is applied in the following dataset. The first 

approach showed very inefficient and biased results, particularly under MAR. ACML, instead, 

introduced some bias if MAR was non-linear – when the relationship between missingness and 

observed variables is non-linear. However, the best approach was a new Two Stage Maximum 

Likelihood (TSML) in which the missing data is addressed in the first stage and the second stage 

is a usual estimation of the model where the information from stage one is used to produce 

standard errors. 

The discussion on how to overcome missingness when analysing data at the aggregate level 

was also found in clinical data. Godin, Keefe, and Andrew (2017) compared the results from 

item-level multiple imputation and scale-level multiple imputation, with the scale-level method 

performing poorly in terms of accuracy, because the correlation between scale-level scores and 

auxiliary variables was very low. 
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One of the drawbacks of the simple and regression methods of imputation is that they fit predictions at 

a given point, but do not account for the uncertainty of the imputed value and could reduce the 

inherent variance of the dataset by imputing (conditional or unconditional) averaged values (Salgado 

et al., 2016). Regarding FIML, there are several limitations, as there are no statistical packages that 

apply it in the case of categorical data. Moreover, it cannot be combined with models that do not use 

maximum likelihood approximations. FIML is problematic when incomplete data should be aggregated 

into composite terms as it is does not impute values. Finally, as mentioned before, a potential dearth in 

auxiliary variables may imply the missingness mechanism to be MNAR. These limitations can be 

addressed through multiple imputation approaches (Lang and Little, 2018; Leppink, 2019).  

Regression imputation 

In its simpler form, regression imputation is a special case of simple imputation which relies on filling 

in the missing data and then allowing researchers to proceed with valid statistical methods to analyse 

the data. In linear regression models, information on all observed variables is exploited to impute 

values on the variable of interest, the variable with missing records. In other words, the variable with 

missing records (based on the observations with full information) is regressed on other observed 

variables and based on the estimated coefficients, the missing information is predicted. This method 

dominates mean or median imputation, as it takes into account the relationship between variables 

(Salgado et al., 2016). While simple methods like mean imputation may be convenient in non-dynamic 

data sets, regression imputation adds the necessary complexity if datasets entail multivariate and 

dynamic relationships (Mante et al., 2019). Two other key benefits of these methods are its simplicity 

and the fact that they keep the sample size constant, compared to CCA and ACA. 

On the other hand, when using linear regression models to impute values, there is a high risk of miss-

specification, such as in longitudinal studies, when the relationship is likely not to be strictly linear 

across time (Wubetie, 2017), but these methods could be extended to incorporate non-linear 

relationships (Baio & Leurent, 2016). Additionally, the model does not tackle uncertainty in missing 

data. These models fit imputed values into a predicted line and ignore the inherent variance of the 

data by assuming perfect prediction (Emmanuel et al., 2021; Salgado et al., 2016; Wubetie, 2017). 

Reinforcing this observed relationship between variables, could lead to biased estimates in 

subsequent modelling if the missing values would not have followed that relationship (Selvi̇ & Alici, 

2018). Another drawback of linear regression models is that, if missingness is present in more than 

one variable, then a different specification is required for each of them (Petrozziello et al., 2018). 

Finally, if the original data distribution has some inherent boundaries, linear regression models may 

provide implausible values (C. Wang et al., 2020). In time-series modelling, Kolokythas and Argiriou 

(2017) proposed an ARIMA approach, a regression that includes past values of the outcome and the 

error term into the model to predict missing records in wind-speed time-series data. 

Stochastic regression models attempt to address an issue with linear regression imputation, 

underestimated variances, by introducing a normally distributed residual term to each predictor 

(Salgado et al., 2016). The unbiasedness of regression imputation relies on the MAR assumption 

(Salgado et al., 2016; Tong et al., 2019). A limitation of the model is that uncertainty in imputed values 

is not considered, hence standard errors are usually underestimated (Salgado et al., 2016).  

In summary, multivariate, or model-based, imputation models are useful in the presence of missing 

records across several variables and observations in the dataset. These methods are useful in the 

sense that they maintain the relationship between variables (B. Lee et al., 2020)6.  

 

6 In contrast with univariate techniques that use information on a single variable, multivariate methods are performed on the complete set and 

use correlations among variables to estimate missingness (Loukopoulos et al., 2018). 
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Multiple Imputation (MI) 

Multiple Imputation (MI) allows the researchers to control for uncertainty in imputed values. It was 

developed first by Rubin (1988) and involves three main steps: (1) Imputation: values are imputed 

using an appropriate model that incorporates appropriate random variation. Sets of plausible values 

for missing observations are created and can be used M times to “complete” the missing values and 

create M “completed” datasets. As a result, the completed datasets differ among each other only in 

their imputed values; (2) Analysis: the desired analysis on each of these M datasets is performed using 

standard complete-data methods; (3) Combination: the results are combined result (e.g., the mean of 

the M analyses), which allows the uncertainty regarding the imputation to be taken into account (De 

Silva et al., 2021; Rubin, 1988; Salgado et al., 2016). 

The two most common approaches to perform MI is the Joint Modelling (JM) and the Fully 

Conditional Specification (FCS) (also known as Multiple Imputation by Chained Equations 

(MICE)). In JM, imputations occur to all variables together based on a single imputation model. In 

FCS, imputation occur to each variable separately, based on a series of univariate imputation models 

(Grund et al., 2018). Historically, JM was the predominant method for single-level imputation of 

multivariate normal data and FCS was proposed later as a tool for dealing with mixtures of categorical and 

continuous variables (Mistler & Enders, 2017). The most common JM approach is the Multivariate 

Normal Imputation (MVNI) or imputation with Marcov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) (Huque et 

al., 2018; Mistler & Enders, 2017). This approach assumes that all variables included in the imputation 

model follow a multivariate normal distribution (Allotey & Harel, 2019; Conde & Poston, 2020). Wiley & 

Wiley (2019) underlined that the JM is not realistic in cases where there are too many covariates, as it 

assumes that all these variables follow the same multivariate distribution. By contrast, the FCS 

approach is able to adapt each variable to its most appropriate distribution. For instance, continuous 

variables follow a Gaussian distribution, count data follows a Poisson distribution, etc. A drawback of 

the FCS method is that it does not seem to be well-grounded from a theoretical point of view, 

compared to the JM. In other words, there is no strong theoretical evidence on why FCS can produce 

accurate results. However, in empirical applications it appears to be a more efficient approach (Leite 

et al., 2021; Mistler & Enders, 2017). 

Some studies discussed, as a limitation of the MICE approach, the fact that they rely on linear 

relationships between variables, thus they may impute values out of the range of the real data set 

(Samad & Yin, 2019). This has also been observed for simple linear regression imputation (C. Wang et 

al., 2020). For better specification, Samad and Yin (2019) proposed to use MICE in a hybrid manner. 

According to the authors, using a global approach to impute patient data may not be accurate, so 

they proposed a method in which variables are first interpolated at patient-level and then the variables 

that do not vary over time are used for imputation using chained regressors. 

K. J. Lee et al. (2016) suggested that a researcher should consider the following aspects before 

deciding whether to proceed in a Multiple Imputation approach: (i) the reason for missingness, (ii) 

whether MAR is a valid assumption, (iii) whether there are variables not used in the analysis that are 

correlated with the incomplete variables, (iv) which variables have missing information and (v) how 

much is the missing rate. For a very low missing rate (e.g., less than 5%), MI is not recommended, 

while for a rate over 50%, MI may increase imprecision in the estimates. However, these thresholds 

may change according to the specific analysis a researcher does and cannot be considered as a 

general rule. 
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Bayesian approaches 

The Bayesian approach provides a 

natural way to take the uncertainty 

from missing data into account 

when making inferences on 

incomplete data. In their review, Z. 

Ma & Chen (2018) compared the 

Bayesian approach to MI and 

noted that the two steps of MI 

((defined as (i) imputation and (ii) 

fit analysis model on the imputed 

datasets and then obtain the 

pooled estimates)) are combined 

in the Fully Bayesian (FB) 

approach in a single step. By 

simultaneously fitting the 

imputation and analysis model, FB 

can jointly and directly obtain 

estimates from the posterior 

distributions of the parameters and 

missing variables while 

automatically taking into account 

the uncertainty due to missing 

data. The Bayesian approach for 

missing data is summarised in 

Figure 1 below. However, it should 

also be noted that Bayesian approaches are also applied within the imputation step of MI (e.g., 

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and Metropolis–Hasting (M–H) algorithms). 

Under the FB approach to handle missing data, the missing values are treated as parameters (i.e., 

additional unknown quantities), thus priors are assigned to them. In other words, missing data is 

regarded as random variables that can be sampled from their corresponding conditional distributions, 

whilst more information can be extracted from the observed data to construct informative priors. The 

prior distributions approximate the researcher’s knowledge on the unobserved population parameters. 

As proposed by Z. Ma & Chen (2018), one can construct informative prior distributions using historical 

data on the population of interest, as well as by converting the field-specific knowledge of experts into 

probabilistic form to infer the parameters of specific populations. Z. Ma and Chen (2018) also 

proposed the empirical Bayes based prior, in which prior distributions are inferred from the data, 

instead of being fixed in advance7. 

The analytical task is then reduced to specifying an appropriate joint model for observed and missing 

data, missing data indicators and the model parameters, and estimate this in the usual Bayesian way 

(e.g., via MCMC). The formulated joint model depends on where one has missing data (response 

variable, covariates, or both) and whether the missing data mechanism can be assumed to be 

 

7According to the authors, the empirical Bayes based prior is constructed by undertaking the following steps. Firstly, the researchers obtain the 

maximum likelihood estimators of the parameters in the missing covariates distribution, based on the observed covariates. Then they generate 

samples in which missing covariates are conditional on the value of observed ones and the parameters of missing covariates distribution to 

impute them. Lastly, they introduce the imputed covariates to the missingness model and obtain the regression coefficients of the missingness 

model.  

Multiple imputation with multilevel data 

Mistler and Enders (2017) examined the similarities and 

differences of these two approaches (JM and FCS) with 

multilevel data structures in the situations under which JM 

and FCS reproduce (or preserve) the mean and covariance 

structure of a population random intercept model with 

multivariate normal data. Their analysis, involving also 

simulations, highlighted two promising methods for 

imputation with multilevel data:  

5. JM imputation strategies based on multivariate linear 

mixed models (Asparouhov & Muthen, 2010), which they 

called JM-AM, and  

6. a modification to FCS reported Carpenter & Kenward 

(2012) that incorporates level-2 cluster means as 

covariates (termed in their paper as FCS-WCK), which is 

similar to the contextual effects model from the multilevel 

literature. 

These methods both employ very general models that are 

capable of preserving complicated multilevel data structures. 

Their main difference, beyond software implementation, is 

that JM-AM cannot preserve random slope variation, 

whereas FCS-WCK can readily accommodate random 

associations. 
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ignorable or not. More technically, a posterior distribution is constructed using prior distributions to 

obtain the estimates of parameters of interest, and then samples can be drawn from the joint posterior 

distribution through MCMC methods, such as Gibb's sampler. Various response models can be 

analysed within this framework including Generalised Linear Model (GLM), Generalised Linear Mixed 

Model (GLMM), Growth Mixture Model (GMM), Structural Equation Modelling (SEM), Quantile 

regression (QR) models, and transition Markov model (TMM). 

Figure 1. Bayesian framework with missing data (Z.Ma and Chen, 2018) 

 

Comparison of methods  

In this section we discuss what recent literature has found when comparing different model-based 

methods either with each other or with other, simpler methods, such as deletion and weighting.  

Multiple imputation versus deletion  

Evidence has repeatedly suggested that multiple imputation is a recommended approach compared 

to simple methods when missingness is not MCAR. De Silva et al. (2017) have shown that multiple 

imputation techniques are less biased than single imputation, especially under MAR and MNAR 

scenarios. Chang et al. (2020) exploited information on electronic health records to show that all MICE 

methods are less biased than complete case methods under MAR scenario. In the case of clinical 

trials with binary panel data, Yamaguchi et al. (2018) compared six different MI algorithms against 

CCA and single imputation. In this study, all missing data was imputed as non-responders under the 

MAR mechanism and monotone missingness, and the results showed that all MI techniques where 

less biased than the other two “naive” approaches. Butera et al. (2019) provided an alternative to 
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parametric models by using flexible hot deck multiple imputation. They tested it using data on physical 

activity on an MAR scenario and compared this approach with CCA and ACCA. Overall, the MI-Hot 

Deck method produced less biased estimates and smaller confidence intervals. 

Belger et al. (2016) compared an MI technique based on Monte Carlo Markov Chains (MCMC) 

equivalent to MVNI against CCA. Findings on a panel dataset of patients with Alzheimer disease 

indicated that, under MCAR, both methods are equivalent. Under MAR, the MI MCMC had a lower 

bias for a missing rate between 10% and 30%, but became larger and closer to the one introduced by 

CCA at a 40% missing rate. Both methods performed poorly under MNAR. Eekhout et al. (2018) 

compared different versions of MI and CCA to handle item missingness in survey data and found that 

MI methods were more precise in that they produced estimates with lower mean squared errors. 

De Silva et al. (2019) used longitudinal categorical data to compare different specifications under the 

FCS and MVNI framework with CCA and ACA. Under the MCAR scenario, CCA and ACA yielded only 

a small bias, however the bias increased under MAR. Among MI methods, FCS with Predictive Mean 

Matching (PMM) (a technique that uses matches from complete cases) was the least biased, while it 

yielded the most precise estimates ((low mean squared error (MSE)). 

Multiple imputation versus simple imputation 

In clinical studies, Multiple Imputation by Chained Equations (MICE) has been tested against several 

substitution strategies to address missing health assessments. Ercole et al. (2021) discussed five 

simple substitution methods: best- and worst-case scenario (according to the most or the least 

optimistic assessments)8, LOCF, next observation carried backwards and imputation at the arrival at 

hospital. In this case, although there is not a clearly preferred method, they found that simple 

imputations using other longitudinal values performed better than multiple imputation and saved large 

computational costs. However, the authors pointed out that MICE may be useful if predictions are 

sensitive to time (i.e., there are dynamic trends and variables of interest vary over time. On the other 

hand, Noghrehchi et al. (2020) used an ozone pollution dataset to combine a likelihood-based MI 

technique with two models that handle measurement errors. Their findings suggested that their 

techniques outperform the MI without these extensions, the CCA and a simple imputation method.   

Bell et al. (2016) used data from the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS), a questionnaire 

related to anxiety and depression, to compare the performance (in terms of bias and precision) of 

several single and multiple imputation techniques. Their findings showed that the suitability of methods 

may depend on whether the inference is intended to be at the individual or population level. At 

individual level, the optimal method was an imputation that substitutes across subjects’ subscales 

(groups of individuals that are based on some characteristics (e.g., depression level) if at least half of 

the items were answered. Regarding population inference, imputation based only on subjects’ mean 

appeared to be the optimal choice.    

Multiple imputation versus weighting   

Multiple Imputation can be also more reliable than weighting techniques. Brown (2018) compared MI 

approaches with IPW. The results suggested that in contrast to IPW, the MI is able to exploit 

information on unobserved data. However, IPW is a simpler and more intuitive technique. Brown 

(2018) also underlined that MI methods have to be well-specified in order to perform well. A limitation 

 

8 A more general approach about the worst-case imputation is given by Mellenberg (2019). This analysis is based on the assumption that 

imputation is based on the least promising outcome. This method can be efficient under MNAR. For example, suppose a questionnaire is 

applied to some participants before and after a treatment and we want to estimate the difference. All of them respond before the treatment. 

However, after the treatment there is one individual that is missing. This is a MNAR case where the individual is not satisfied with the treatment. 

In that case, the missing value is imputed with the smallest possible difference in the outcome before and after treatment, according to the 

score of the responses (e.g., if the score is from a scale 1 to 5, we assume that the post test score for that individual is 1). 
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of the IPW is that usually only observed data are used except for the case of monotone missingness or 

when more complex processes are used. Consequently, methods have been proposed to improve the 

efficiency of IPW and propensity score weighting estimators when dealing with missing data.  

S. Chen and Haziza (2021) showed that combination of multiple imputation and propensity score 

weighting models can minimise bias. The notions of “doubly robust inference” and “multiply robust 

approach” were identified as particular examples of that approach within the reviewed studies (S. 

Chen & Haziza, 2021; Tong et al., 2019). Doubly robust estimation procedures incorporate both 

propensity score model and imputation model at the estimation stage, whereas Multiply Robust (MR) 

approaches combine the information from the multiple propensity score models and/or multiple 

imputation models to construct point estimators (based on the empirical likelihood method). Chen and 

Haziza (2021) investigated three MR procedures: Calibration approach (MRC), projection approach 

(MRP), and Multiple imputation approach (MRM), and found that they all enjoyed multiply robustness 

and showed negligible bias when at least one of the models was correctly specified. The main 

motivation for using MR is that they are useful in the presence of a large number of predictors. 

D. Y. Lee, Harring, and Stapleton (2019) compared the results of MI with FIML and weighting methods 

in longitudinal data. These three methods rely on the presence of auxiliary variables (i.e., variables that 

are correlated with the probability of missingness and the dependent variable, either in the imputation 

stage (MI) or in the analysis stage (FIML and weight adjustments). The results provided by D. Y. Lee, 

Harring, and Stapleton (2019) indicated that FIML and MI were less sensitive to the omission of some 

relevant auxiliary variables, being then a safer option, especially in the presence of random effects. 

However, when the correlation between auxiliary variables and the probability of being observed was 

low, all the methods provided similarly unbiased results. 

Multiple imputation versus regression and likelihood-based techniques  

Regarding comparisons between MI and regressions, Jove et al. (2018) compared MICE against 

Adaptive Assignment Algorithm (AAA), a technique that is based on Multivariate Adaptive Regression 

Splines (MARS), a non-parametric regression technique (non-parametric techniques refer to models 

with no specific functional form). The results showed that the AAA algorithm performed better in the 

paper’s setting for a low number of missing values. As the sample was increasing, the MICE algorithm 

became preferable. However, when the authors tested a hybrid approach that combined both models, 

they achieved the lowest mean absoluter error. 

G. Wang et al. (2021) used maritime data to compare a Data Augmentation (DA) algorithm and an 

Expectation Maximisation Bootstrap (EMB). Data augmentation is a two-stage MCMC algorithm 

where iterations are performed at the first stage. A random sample is selected based on the posterior 

distribution of the missing data (namely the probability that is based on the known information), and it 

is used for the next calculation. At the second stage, a random sample is extracted from the posterior 

distribution of the parameter of the next iteration, given the observation sample and the sample of 

missing data. The EMB algorithm is a likelihood-based approach that assumes that interpolated 

datasets are subject to a multivariate normal distribution and missing data are subject to MAR 

mechanism. The results suggest that the DA algorithm is efficient for low missing rates while for high 

rates of missingness, the EMB algorithm is preferrable. 

Comparing different MI methods for longitudinal studies  

Huque et al. (2018) identified and compared 12 different MI methods for imputing missing data in 

longitudinal studies using Joint Modelling (JM) and Fully Conditional Specification (FCS) for various 

modelling specifications. Their findings suggested that the generally available MI methods provided 

less biased estimates with better coverage for the linear regression model and around half of these 

methods performed well for the estimation of regression parameters for a linear mixed model with 
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random intercept. They reported computational time differences that may challenge some models and 

concluded that more complex methods that explicitly reflect the longitudinal structure may only be 

needed in specific circumstances, such as with irregularly spaced data. 

Kalaycioglu et al. (2016) also compared multivariate normal imputation, MICE, Bayesian MI, and 

Multiple Imputation deletion approaches for repeated measurement observational studies: they also 

compared these MI implementations to results with available case (AC) analysis. The Multiple 

Imputation deletion approach is a method of particular interest to longitudinal designs and when 

matching across data sources. This method involves inclusion of data from all time points in the 

imputation model, but excludes time points with imputed outcomes. In their results and discussion, the 

authors highlighted in detail the benefits and limitations of each of these methods depending on the 

variables of interest and the model under question. They also presented a very useful decision-making 

table to help practitioners choose appropriate methods. The table below summarises very well the 

choice of MI methods depending on the correlation structure between the repeated measurements 

and the type of incomplete variable types9.  

 

Table 1. Choice of MI method depending on the correlation structure between the repeated 

measurements (Kalaycioglu et al., 2016).  

 

  

 

9 The autoregressive (AR) structure assumes a steady decay in correlation with increasing time or distance between observations. The 

unstructured covariance assumes that no two pairs of observations are equally correlated, and that there is no ‘structure’ between 

neighbouring values in the variance covariance matrix. Exchangeable structure assumes that the covariance between all observations from the 

same cluster is constant, and that the variance remains constant over time.  
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Comparing methods for small sample studies  

In a simulation study focusing on imputation for small samples, McNeish (2017) compared small 

sample performance of maximum likelihood, CCA, Joint Multiple Imputation and FCS MI for a single-

level regression model with a continuous outcome. They  highlighted that although MI has the highly 

desirable advantage of retaining all cases and joint multiple imputation performed best among 

competing MI methods, the process of imputing values is not always straightforward and slight 

changes to the imputation model can affect results (e.g., the assumption of multivariate normality was 

upheld in the simulation, but may be tenuous in applied research; imputing for interactions and higher 

order terms, as well as properly cantering variables, can also be somewhat challenging with MI 

methods, particularly when attempting to specify the imputation model).  

Extensions to main model-based approaches  

Multiple imputation can be useful when combining different data sources. Wutchiett & Durand (2021) 

linked individual-level survey data with country-level data. They compared three different multilevel 

imputation approaches: (1) multilevel multiple imputation10 with country random effects and time 

variable fixed effects (ML RE); (2) multilevel multiple imputation with country random effects and 

random slopes for time variables (ML RS); (3) a two-step approach including first, univariate time 

series imputation for longitudinal context variables, then multilevel multiple imputation with country 

random effects and time fixed effects for survey respondent variables (TS + ML-RE). The results 

indicated that, although the last approach is efficient when there is sufficient coverage in longitudinal 

data, the first two approaches were able to capture uncertainty that is related to imputation process 

because it allows variation at the individual level. Gottfredson et al. (2017) highlighted that multilevel 

multiple imputation reduces bias under Random Coefficient-Dependent (RCD) missingness (a MNAR 

missingness mechanism that occurs in panel data when random effects are correlated with the 

propensity for missingness or dropout).   

Lipsitz et al. (2020) applied different versions of imputation methods: a standard MVN approach, a 

MVN that includes a vector of the outcomes, a standard FCS approach and an FCS with interactions 

of the outcomes at different points in time. Their findings suggested that the estimates were less 

biased when they used the extensions of MVN and FCS. The results of this study were obtained with 

Generalised Estimating Equations (GEE). This model is expected to produce consistent estimates 

under data MCAR, but not under MAR.  

Khan & Hoque (2020) introduced an extension of MICE, called Single Center Imputation from 

Multiple Chained Equation (SICE). The algorithm performs MICE a number of times (the number is 

defined by the user). Each time MICE imputes a value to the missing information. Afterwards, SICE 

replaces the missing values using the mean or the mode of the values imputed through MICE. The 

algorithm is more accurate than MICE in terms of F-measure and mean-square error. Sulis & Porcu 

(2017) developed a MI procedure that is based on Latent Class Analysis (LCA). In LCA, units are 

clustered into classes. Each class is characterised by the share of respondents classified (latent class 

membership probability) and the probability that respondents in each class are selected into a specific 

category (item response probability conditional upon the latent class membership). So, this model 

performs MI using these clusters. This method was compared to MVNI, MICE, and an MI approach 

using stochastic regression and mean substitution approach. Their findings suggested that their 

proposed approach (MI with LCA) and MICE are the most accurate approaches. 

 

 

10 This approach is a MI imputation using multilevel data, namely data with different groups. In the context of Wutchiett and Durand (2021), the 

groups are at individual-level and country-level. 
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Ji et al. (2018) provided a very clear comparison between MI and FIML. The authors proposed one 

model in which all variables are imputed by Multiple Imputation, either MICE or Amelia (Full MI), and 

one model in which the covariates with missing records are imputed using MICE, but the missingness 

in dependent variables is addressed with FIML (Partial MI). Both models resulted in better results 

than list-wise deletion, across any missingness mechanism (MCAR, MAR and MNAR), as well as more 

accurate time-series estimates. The Partial MI performed better, in terms of RMSE, than the Full MI 

methods. The authors argued that this is due to the superiority of FIML in handling missingness in 

dependent variable in time-series models, even under MNAR. The Partial MI produce more precise 

estimates, and although the Full MI was more accurate in estimating the standard errors, those of the 

partial method improved as the number of periods increased. However, the authors pointed out that 

using only FIML, instead of Partial MI, would have led to more biased results in the independent 

variables. Finally, it should be noted that even MI models with miss-specified models performed better 

than listwise deletion. 

As an alternative to MI approaches, Nathan & Shu (2020) proposed a Fractional Imputation (FI) 

method. In this case, the distinction is two-fold. First, instead of generating M new datasets, the FI 

imputes the missing records M times but creating a new variable, a fractional weight, proportional to 

the imputed data likelihood. According to the authors, this is a more computationally efficient method, 

although discussion in the literature is brief. 

Machine Learning 
Advances in data science and computational methods have facilitated the development of machine 

learning techniques to handle missingness (Maheswari et al., 2020). Making the decision between 

ignoring an observation with missing data or imputing values is not trivial, and neither it is to select 

suitable methods to impute the missing records. Allowing the data structure to guide the selection of 

the best method under machine learning settings is an increasingly popular option (Ribeiro & Freitas, 

2021). In a similar way to the methods discussed above, imputation through machine learning is 

based on the available information from the complete part of the dataset. If non-missing observations 

contain useful information, the algorithms can predict missing data with high precision (Emmanuel et 

al., 2018).  

In this section we give an overview of the Machine Learning methods developed to handle 

missingness, as identified in the literature reviewed. The four main methods discussed below are the 

K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN), Random Forests (RF), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Support 

Vector Machines (SVM). These are models that are based on the minimisation of distance between 

observations or the minimisation of a loss function (a function that depicts the degree of error in a 

model). The rest of the methods discussed are mainly extensions of the main models. 

K-Nearest Neighbours 
K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) is a machine learning algorithm that exploits different distance measures 

(e.g., Euclidean, Manhattan, Minkowski) to measure similarity between units, select the observations 

that are closer to those with missing records (neighbours) and impute values in the missing records 

(Emmanuel et al., 2021). The features used to measure this distance have to be determined by the 

researchers. KNN is a multivariate imputation technique that, under the right specification, only takes 

into account sections of the dataset, while other standard techniques, such as the mean imputation or 

the EM algorithm, use the whole dataset (Montiel et al., 2018). 

In longitudinal studies, the researchers may rely on their understanding of the field to choose relevant 

features, such as age and gender, and combine them with values of the variable of interest in previous 
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waves to identify similar observations (Ribeiro & Freitas, 2021). Data-driven approaches are also 

possible, by using observations with no missing records to identify those features that are most 

suitable for predicting values of missing records (Thomas & Rajabi, 2021). Alternatively, they can 

provide distance measures conditional on correlations between auxiliary variables and the variable 

with missing records (Shahla & Gerhard, 2017). In any of these cases, choices about measuring 

distance should focus on avoiding the curse of dimensionality, where observations may appear as 

close neighbours due to the inclusion of high number of non-relevant features in similarity measures 

(Ribeiro & Freitas, 2021; Shahla & Gerhard, 2017). 

These methods are tailored by the user when defining the suitable distance or similarity measure and 

the number of neighbours to be used. Once defined, there are several strategies to perform 

imputation. Typically, one could use the mean, median or mode of the pool of donors, the k-nearest 

neighbours, or even apply techniques to weight values according to the distance between the 

observation with missing records and the neighbours (Ribeiro & Freitas, 2019; Shahla & Gerhard, 

2017; Sundararajan & Sarwat, 2020; Thomas & Rajabi, 2021). 

When using a KNN algorithm, imputation can occur both simultaneously and sequentially for each of 

the units with missing values. According to Thomas and Rajabi (2021), in traditional KNN approaches 

only units with complete cases are used for the imputation, hence imputation could happen 

independently for all the units with missing values. However, imputed values could also be taken into 

account to compute distance measures and impute other values (Kowarik & Templ, 2016). In this 

case, the result is dependent on the order of the variables. As described by Solaro et al. (2017), units 

could be sorted according to their completeness. In this way, imputation is performed sequentially, 

using all the available information, both from the originally complete dataset and the recently imputed 

values, but observations with large amounts of missing data are less likely to be used as donors. 

The literature identified by this REA did not provide consistent guidelines to identify optimal numbers of 

neighbours (K). As described by Salgado et al. (2016), high values of K are risky if they include 

observations that are significantly different from the observation with missing records. On the other 

hand, lower values of K can miss significant observations and be much more sensitive to noise. Ribeiro 

and Freitas (2021) selected seven nearest neighbours based on the results of previously conducted 

studies, for which K=7 produced the best results overall in terms of the average error of imputed 

values, compared to K=1, 3, 5, and 9. Alternatively, Sundararajan and Sarwat (2020) selected the 

number of neighbours that minimised the Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE), which in their dataset was 

two. A common practice is to perform cross-validation to identify the optimal number of neighbours – 

that is, divide the data set into several subsets with only complete information and test the imputation 

procedure (Shalha & Gerhard, 2017). 

KNN is a flexible technique, useful both for discrete and continuous data, and it can handle 

missingness in more than one variable (Petrozziello et al., 2018). However, it requires some caution, 

as it may rely on spurious or non-existent associations between variables (Emmanuel et al., 2021). 

Additionally, KNN approaches generate a general flattening around the mean of the variables with 

imputed missing values, since usually KNN algorithms impute the mean value of the K-nearest-

neighbours (Beretta & Santaniello, 2016). According to Beretta & Santaniello (2016), although KNN’s 

robustness in terms of statistical inference, the standard deviation of variables is significantly affected, 

especially when using many neighbours – imputing the mean value of an increasing number of 

neighbours is likely to reduce the inherent dispersion of the data. Interestingly, since the authors knew 

the values in the original dataset, they were able to compute the trade-off between accuracy of the 

imputation, which increases with the number of neighbours, and the MSE in the standard deviation of 

the variables. In the setting of this study, the optimal point was K = 3, i.e., using the mean value of the 

three nearest neighbours, under MCAR. 
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It is worth noting that the efficacy of this method was found to depend on the variable that contains 

missing records. Petrazzini et al. (2021) found that poor performance seemed to be driven by the 

specific distributions of the variables – the variables in which most values were found at both extremes 

of the distribution. These findings are consistent with Pompeu Soares et al. (2018), who showed that 

KNN, as well as other imputation algorithms, are sensitive to the distribution of the data. Additionally, 

according to Wei et al. (2018), under left-censored missing values, which could be considered MNAR, 

KNN had no constraints and exceeded the truncation point11.  

Lastly, as discussed above, researchers’ specific knowledge of the field is necessary for accurately 

applying each method. For instance, Chen et al. (2018) used the KNN algorithm to build a set of 

neighbours, but they adjusted the imputation based on the correlation between user power 

consumption and the loss rate of power12. As the authors discussed, this is a suitable way to adapt 

general algorithms based on field-specific knowledge. 

K-Nearest neighbours compared to simple and model-based 
imputation  

The literature has shown that KNN approaches outperform simple techniques such as zero imputation 

and mean imputation (Petrazzini et al., 2021; Shahla & Gerhard, 2017), interpolation at five different 

missing rates in the study by Loukopoulos et al. (2018), random imputation (Wei et al. 2018), and 

longitudinal techniques such as PrevNext13 and LOCF (Ribeiro & Freitas, 2019), as they cannot be 

applied to large amounts of missingness. 

Several authors have further developed KNN methods to limit their drawbacks. Do et al. (2018) 

studied a KNN approach with variable pre-selection, meaning that they only used highly correlated 

variables to measure distance and find neighbours. In this case, the authors found that KNN has a 

performance similar to MICE, with MICE entailing a higher computational burden. Similarly, Shahla and 

Gerhard (2017) proposed an adjusted version, in which the distance was weighted based on the 

correlation between the variable to be imputed and the others.  

In a cross-sectional dataset on features associated to genomic data, according to Petrazzini et al. 

(2021), KNN performed well both under single-column (univariate) and multiple-column missingness 

and, although it performed better under MAR than under MNAR, it systematically outperformed MICE. 

This is also in line with Sundararajan and Sarwat (2020), who applied KNN to a photovoltaic energy 

generation dataset, as well as Montiel et al. (2018), in which KNN outperformed EM under MCAR. 

However, KNN seems not to perform that good with large and high dimensional datasets in some 

cases (Montiel et al., 2018; Petrozziello et al., 2018), which is also the case for EM algorithms (Ben 

Hariz et al., 2017). 

  

 

11 Sensors may not capture values under a given intensity in metabolomics datasets. They name this left-censored missingness and consider it 

MNAR, because missingness is caused by the value of the item itself. 

12 The loss of power is the difference between the output power of a transformer area and the power consumption of the users. The loss rate of 

power is the ratio of the loss of power to the output of the transformer area. The goal of the paper was to present a big data collection 

framework for electricity power that includes an imputation method for missing power consumption data. 

13 PrevNext is a linear interpolation based on imputing, for a given missing record, the mean between the last and the next observation (Ribeiro 

& Freitas, 2019) 
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Random Forest algorithms 
Random Forest (RF) is a Machine Learning algorithm that uses bootstrap samples (i.e., randomly 

generated samples) to construct several decision trees14. The trees are created through bootstrap 

aggregation (i.e., “bagging”) or random variable selection. missForest is the most common RF 

approach to handle missing data. It is a process that first performs mean imputation or another 

imputation technique and, afterwards, tries to ameliorate the quality of the estimates through iterations 

(i.e., repeating the process). Missing data is predicted through fitting an RF model on the observed 

data. At the end of each iteration, the difference between the previous and the next imputation is 

estimated. The procedure continues until it achieves a stopping condition (Shalha & Gerhard, 2017). 

Random Forest algorithms compared to simple and model-based 
imputation  

Skarga-Bandurova et al. (2018) applied a RF algorithm on pregnancy data and showed that RF 

performed better than deletion. According to Petrazzini et al. (2021) predictive algorithms like KNN 

and RF are expected to outperform MI approaches, especially if the data structure and correlations 

are complex. Both KNN and RF outperformed mean imputation, MICE, an MI approach that uses EMB 

and an MI approach that uses Bayesian approximation. Interestingly, all methods except for mean 

imputation had a lower RMSE under MNAR. In line with the above findings, Ramosaj & Pauly (2019) 

found that the missForest algorithm can produce more accurate results than MICE both under MCAR 

and MAR. Although MICE required significantly less computational time, the larger the missing rate the 

larger were the differences in the Normalised Mean Squared Error (NMSE) between the estimates 

produced by the two methods. 

Recent literature has proposed further adjustments for Random Forest approaches in big data 

environments to improve accuracy. More particularly, Carvalho et al. (2020) extended the RF 

approach using an index that indicates the similarity between complete and incomplete rows of the 

sample (Jaccard index) and a Bayes probability for imputing values. Their results indicated that this 

approach may outperform techniques that are subject to a GLRM framework (a method that takes into 

account the heterogeneity of a dataset) as well as mean and median imputation. 

Ben Hariz, Khoufi, and Zagrouba, (2017) compared missForest, KNN and EM in three different 

datasets within an MCAR context. Their results showed a systematically better performance of 

missForest, with their performance being measured by the MSE. MissForest was only outperformed by 

EM with less than 15% missing rate. All the methods performed worse under increased missing rates, 

but missForest was the optimal choice when the number of missing observations became very large. 

Moreover, combinations of these methods seem to further improve efficiency. Aleryani, Wang, and de 

la Iglesia (2020) proposed a technique to combine MICE and EMB with machine learning ensemble 

techniques (bagging and stacking)15. The proposed approaches are compared against simple 

imputation, RF and some packages with built-in mechanisms to deal with missing data. In the majority 

of their scenarios, RF was the best in terms of the quality of imputed information, especially if the 

missing rate was increased, but the ensemble of EMB worked better for categorical data.  

 

 

14 Decision Tree is an algorithm that mimics human decision making. Each predictor is split into parts to predict records. Nikfalazar et al. 

(2019) used a combination of Decision Trees with a clustering technique to attach values within clusters, on a dataset with city mobility supply 

and demand indicators. This approach was more efficient than other techniques, including EM, as it produced low Mean Squared Errors (MSE). 

15 An ensemble is a technique that combines different machine learning approaches. In the context of the specific paper, training data 

generate imputed datasets using MIC and EMB. These datasets trained classifiers and constructed bagging and stacking ensembles. For more 

details on the functionality of these algorithms, please refer to Aleryani, Wang, and de la Iglesia (2020). 
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Random Forest and K-Nearest Neighbours algorithms compared  

Shahla and Gerhard (2017) compared a weighted adjustment of KNN with an RF approach and found 

that the weighted adjusted version of KNN performed better, although RF outperformed the standard 

version of KNN. In all these cases, however, an increasing missing rate also increased the Mean 

Square Errors of all the imputation methods. According to Bathaeian (2018), the missForest algorithm 

can outperform MICE, KNN and EM algorithm, when using categorical data. However, under 

numerical datasets, in the setting of this paper, KNN performed slightly better than missForest. 

In Hunt (2017), missForest had a very stable performance in terms of accurate classification 

regardless of the amount of missing data. Although other imputation techniques (KNN, mean and 

median imputation) showed similar classification performance with a low missing rate (10%), for larger 

missingness, missForest, hot deck imputation, a factorial analysis for mixed data and an iterative 

model-based imputation (IRMI)16 maintained high classification rates. However, when Solaro, Barbiero, 

et al. (2017) performed a slight variation in the KNN algorithm based on sequential imputation, 

depending on the completeness rate of observation, KNN’s performance was competitive against 

missForest17. 

Finally, as discussed above, when Ben Hariz, Khoufi, and Zagrouba, (2017) compared missForest, 

KNN and EM in three different datasets within a MCAR context, their results showed that missForest 

outperformed both KNN and EM when they used a larger dataset. Interestingly, performance was 

improved when they repeated their studies using combinations of these algorithms (KNN and EM, 

KNN and missForest, KNN combined with missForest and EM, and missForest combined with EM). 

Artificial Neural Networks 
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) or Neural Network (NN) is an algorithm that behaves similarly to 

nervous systems (e.g., the human brain). In general, the algorithm takes data as inputs, then it trains 

itself through a learning algorithm and in the end, it extracts outputs. It is a probabilistic model 

(namely, a model that has a random component in its predictions) where elements of information (the 

“neurons”) are connected to each other. These connections affect the performance of the whole 

network and hence the output (Leke & Marwala, 2019). The output is computed through a non-linear 

function that includes the sum of the inputs. In the context of data mining with incomplete data, its 

purpose is to minimise the errors between the imputed values of the incomplete dataset and the real 

values of the training dataset. These errors are used to determine the weighted values that indicate 

the “intensity” of the connection among neurons (Wang et al., 2019). 

Wang et al. (2019) applied an ANN model in the concept of missing data for classification-type 

datasets using a sample with information on individual diabetes incidents across five years. In fact, the 

training dataset used for the learning algorithm consisted of the completed data and it provided the 

probability that a record was classified in different groups. Each missing record was substituted with 

values from the complete records. After obtaining different imputed records, the record with the 

highest probability was selected from a list of new records. Their model achieved better classification 

results than zero imputation and mean value imputation, for at least 30% of missing rate. In time-series 

modelling, Kolokythas and Argiriou (2017) tested an Artificial Neural Network with a non-linear 

optimisation algorithm. This method performed slightly better than an imputation based on 

autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA). 

 

16 IRMI is a two-stage algorithm. At the first stage, a mean or KNN imputation is applied to each attribute. Then, the attributes are sorted based 

on the amount of missingness, Finally, the algorithm performs iterations considering each variable as a dependent variable with predictors the 

rest of variables. 

17 This method is explained in the KNN section – Solaro et al. (2017). 
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Extensions and variations of Artificial Neural Networks  

Petrozziello et al. (2018) developed a Distributed Neural Network (DNN), which aimed at reducing the 

training time and making neural networks available for imputation for even larger datasets. They 

evaluated the method in terms of both accuracy and speed against KNN, linear regression, and mean 

and median imputation. As expected, the fastest methods were the mean and median imputation. 

DNN was the slowest method, but it showed the best average performance in terms of accurate 

imputation. On the other hand, mean and median imputation performed very well in very few variables 

– those that had very low variance and, therefore, the missing records were likely to be close to the 

mean or the median. 

Silva-Ramírez and Cabrera-Sánchez (2021) proposed a slight variation of the ANN method. They 

described an imputation method based on ANN and a fuzzy approach. Fuzzy approaches are based 

on membership rules for each category that are converted into membership functions, which allocate 

membership degrees to observations. Silva-Ramírez and Cabrera-Sánchez (2021) developed this 

model for both categorical and continuous variables and tested it under a dataset with data MCAR in a 

non-monotone pattern. This method outperformed the ANN baseline in terms of accuracy of imputed 

values. 

A common type of ANN used in the literature is the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN). It consists 

of two models. The generative model (i.e., the model that captures the data distribution) and the 

discriminative model that estimates the probability that a sample comes from a training dataset or from 

the generative model. These two models “compete” in the sense that the discriminative model tries to 

detect where the generative creates “fake” samples or not and this competition leads to a further 

improvement of the algorithm (Goodfellow et al., 2014). The main advantage of GAN is that it can 

capture data distribution more efficiently (Neves et al., 2021). Yoon et al. (2014) applied GAN in the 

context of missing data, creating an algorithm called Generative Adversarial Imputation Nets (GAIN). 

In the case of GAIN, the generative model imputes missing elements with respect to the observed 

elements in real data. The discriminative model takes a completed vector and detects which elements 

are observed and which are imputed. A “hint” vector indicates to the discriminative model information 

on missingness in the original sample, to ensure that the generative model trains itself. 

Feng et al. (2021) proposed a Neural Network approach to infer and complete the missing records in 

health data. This approach, called Compressive Population Health, first, analyses intra and inter- 

disease correlations and then, uses a GAN to infer the missing values based on the interactive effect 

of these correlations. In this study, this approach overperformed linear regressions, KNN and average 

and median imputation methods. In Dong et al. (2021) the performance of a GAN was also tested 

against the missForest imputation method and MICE. The main drawback of MICE in this application 

was that it imputed some extreme values found in the complete cases to replicate the distribution of 

the variables. On the other hand, missForest and GAIN produced results closer to the mean of the real 

values, and thus produced more accurate results overall. Although missForest and GAN performed 

similarly for a low missing rate, when missingness was increased to 50%, GAN performed better and 

produced more robust results. 

Neves et al. (2021) propose three imputation methods that are based on GAN: Slim Gain (SGAIN), an 

extension of GAIN with no “hint” vector, the Wasserstein Slim GAIN with Clipping Penalty imputation 

method (WSGAIN-CP) and the Wasserstein Slim GAIN with Gradient Penalty imputation method 

(WSGAIN-GP). The last two are very similar to SGAIN and they add some modification in the way in 

which the discriminative model trains itself. All these methods appear to be more accurate and 

computationally faster than GAIN. 
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In general, the Neural Networks are widely used to deal with missing data due to their flexibility, as 

their training stages can be performed within different forms and proportions of the data set (e.g., 

complete, only with the observed ones, only on one variable) (Silva-Ramírez & Cabrera-Sánchez, 

2021). Under randomly generated values, Zhai, Shi, and Fan (2021) provided an application of Neural 

Networks, which adjusts the parameters based on the error between the desired and predicted 

values. This method performs very well under low missing rates (under 10%), but its accuracy in terms 

of classification is reduced as the missing rate increases. A Neural Network approach with deep auto-

encoders was compared with mean imputation and KNN-based imputation using RMSE as evaluation 

criterion by (Khadka & Shakya, 2021). According to their results the auto-encoder is able to learn 

even without complete data and demonstrated better performance specifically for the dataset with 

strong correlation among variables and large samples. 

J. Lin et al. (2020) produced a data-driven Neural Network algorithm based on the deep features of 

the dataset, i.e., using Deep Belief Networks (DBN) to obtain representative items to create the 

complete datasets. A DBN differs from ANN in the sense that the connection between layers is 

undirected. Assuming a MAR mechanism, the authors trained the algorithm to generate multiple 

imputations on the incomplete dataset with monotone missingness. They extended their study to a 

new method by training the network to select k-nearest neighbours based on different subsamples. 

The k-nearest neighbours act as donors and a hybrid model is created, based on the two approaches 

to deal with arbitrary missing patterns and large datasets. Their results showed that their data-driven 

imputation based on neural networks outperformed standard approaches such as KNN and EM, 

although, like others, accuracy decreased with increasing missing rate. Finally, another hybrid 

prediction model was proposed by Kuppusamy & Paramasivam (2017) and uses WLI fuzzy clustering 

and Neural Networks. When compared with existing methods like KNN, WLI and GWLMN based on 

MSE and RMSE, the proposed hybrid method achieved lowest RMSE which proved its effectiveness. 

Support Vector Machine and Support Vector Regression  

Another interesting machine learning approach is the Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Emmanuel et 

al., 2021; Leke & Marwala, 2019). This is a classification algorithm that searches for the maximum 

distance between a hyper-plane (or a subspace) and the nearest data points, to obtain accurate 

classifications. The hyper-planes are defined as shown below, where w is a vector of weights, x is a 

vector of inputs and b is a bias term: 

 

𝑤 ∙ 𝑥1 + 𝑏 ≥ +1, if 𝑦𝑖 = +1 

 

𝑤 ∙ 𝑥1 + 𝑏 ≤ −1, if 𝑦𝑖 = −1 

 

The SVM is a robust approach to deal with missing data, which seems to be stable regardless of the 

data distribution18, although in the presence of logistic distributions KNN seems to be a better choice 

(Pompeu Soares et al., 2018). Similarly, Support Vector Regression (SVR) aims to map an input 

object to a real value of the training dataset. Fazlikhani et al. (2018) proposed an extension of the SV 

methods, called Fuzzy Support Vector Methods (FSVM) that mitigates the impact of “noisy” data (e.g., 

outliers). Moreover, they developed an algorithm called Local Linear Model Tree (LOLIMOT). This 

model consists of an external loop that calculates non-linear parameters and an internal look that 

 

18 In general, research has provided extensions of SVM when data points are non-linearly separated. However, this review did not identify any 

similar applications in the context of missing data. 
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calculates weight parameters. These two models appear to be more accurate than a battery of other 

approaches including different versions of multivariate imputation, KNN and K-means algorithms19. 

SVM and SVR approaches compared to other methods 

Santos et al. (2017) focussed on the relationship between data distribution and the performance of 

various imputation methods, such as mean, Decision Trees, KNN, Self-Organising Maps (SOM), and 

SVM imputation20. They evaluated the methods based on the Predictive Accuracy (PAC) and 

Distributional Accuracy (DAC), concluding that for all distributions SVM outperforms other methods, 

independently of data distributions. They also found that methods perform differently under different 

missing rates (e.g., for 20%+ SOM performs better in preserving the original data distribution). 

The field of Machine Learning is very rich and still growing. Consequently, comparisons are still scarce 

for the most novel approaches to missingness. Leke and Marwala (2019), for instance, proposed up 

to five different approaches to deal with missingness within the context of big data, based on different 

optimisation algorithms (e.g., Cuckoo search, Bat, Ant-Lion, Ant-colony) (Leke & Marwala, 2019e, 

2019d, 2019c, 2019b). These approaches are expected to overcome the usual limitations of model-

based approaches that underperform when using high-dimensional datasets, as well as the 

underperformance when large parts of the dataset are missing, which also affects more advanced 

machine learning algorithms (Leke & Marwala, 2019a). Similarly, a conference paper presented in the 

Bank for International Settlements discussed the Heuristic Machine Learning Imputation (HMLI), which 

is a ML approach based on non-linear regression, combining ANN and SVM that selects variables in 

the model without manual intervention (Kwon, 2019). 

Nikfalazar et al., (2020) proposed an imputation method that combines this supervised machine 

learning method (decision trees) and an unsupervised method (fuzzy clustering) to impute missing 

values in an iterative manner. This method, called Decision Iterative Fuzzy Clustering (DIFC) 

combines decision trees (which split the dataset into smaller sets of observations) with the benefits of 

iterative fuzzy clustering – an algorithm that distributes data across clusters and assigns values based 

on similarities across clusters. This method outperformed the EM algorithm, as well as ML methods 

based on standard iterative fuzzy clustering, decision tree, IBLLS21 and Support Vector Regression. 

Relevant considerations when choosing 
methods to deal with missingness  

Factors affecting effectiveness of methods 

Missing rate 

According to the literature, the choice of imputation model is conditional on the amount of missingness 

present in the data. Several studies identified through this REA pointed towards a decreasing 

performance of methods to deal with missingness, as the missing rate was increasing. We hereafter 

discuss examples of studies that tested and compared the effectiveness of different methods under 

different missing rates. 

 

19 Additional details on the missForest algorithm, the ANN and the SVM are provided in Appendix B. 

20 A SOM is an approach that creates low-dimensional clusters of a high-dimensional dataset. In the case of missing data, each incomplete 

part is filled with its most similar unit. 

21 Iterative bi-cluster based local least squares. Nikfalazar et al. (2019) do not provide a description and discussion of this method. IBLLS is a 

method proposed by Chen et al. (2011), based on Euclidean distances for a set of similar genes and a regression based on similar 

observations. 
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Ben Hariz et al. (2017) showed that in their setting the EM, KNN and missForest algorithms performed 

worse under increasing missing rates within an MCAR context, testing their performance under 10%, 

20%, 30%, 40% and 50% missingness. Specifically, they found that the Normalised mean squared 

error (NRMSE) was reduced by up to 20% when the missForest algorithm was used. Shahla and 

Gerhard (2017) compared a Weighted Nearest Neighbour (WNN) technique developed by them 

against mean imputation, zero imputation, KNN and RF. The results indicate that WNN and RF have a 

stable performance across different missing rates (0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25).  

In line with the above studies, an analysis by Hunt (2017) showed that mean imputation, median 

imputation and KNN seem to perform worse as missing rate increases from 10% to 20%, 30% and 

50%, with the mean percentage of correctly classified data falling from almost 100% to slightly lower 

than 80% (when missing rate was 50%). However, as mentioned before, hot deck imputation, 

missForest, factorial analysis (more than 90% accuracy regardless the missing rate) and the IRMI 

(between 80% and more than 90% accuracy) performed better for higher missing rates.  Furthermore, 

Kwon (2019) discussed the Heuristic Machine Learning Imputation (HMLI), which is an ML approach 

based on non-linear regression, combining ANN and SVM that selects variables in the model without 

manual intervention. The proposed approach was applied in macroeconomic time series, and it was 

compared against simpler approaches: mean imputation, LOCF, two variations of linear interpolation, 

IRMI and a filling through seasonal Kalman filter (a typical approach applied to time series which 

estimates values given observed imprecisions). For 10% missingness, HMLI had the lowest average 

RMSE (0.066). When missing rate was increased to 40% and 70%, HMLI had still low average RMSE 

(0.092 and 0.10 respectively), but it was slightly dominated by the method that fills missing values with 

the seasonal Kalman filter (0.088 and 0.096 respectively).  

Wang et al. (2019) applied an ANN model in the concept of missing data for classification-type 

datasets using a sample with information on individuals’ diabetes incidents across five years. The 

training dataset used for the learning algorithm consisted of the complete data and provided the 

probability that a record was classified in different groups. Each missing record was substituted with 

values from complete records. After obtaining different imputed records, the record with the highest 

probability was selected from a list of new records. Their model achieved better classification results 

than zero imputation and mean value imputation. Moreover, the classification accuracy of ANN was 

stable (between 84-85%) under 30%, 50% and 70% missing rates. However, the classification 

accuracy of other methods was slightly decreasing as the missing rate was increasing (classification 

accuracy ranged from 77% to 80% for zero imputation and from 78% to 81% for mean imputation). 

Data distribution 

Another factor affecting the effectiveness of methods is data distribution. For instance, very simple 

methods may provide easy and acceptable imputations if the variables to be imputed are relatively 

stable and smooth (Mante et al., 2019). Petrazzini et al. (2021) found that RF and KNN outperformed 

MI and MICE, as well as simple methods like mean imputation under different missingness 

mechanisms (MCAR, MAR, MNAR), and highlighted that algorithm like RF and KNN performed well 

under the complex scenarios of MAR and MNAR. However, the authors also observed that distribution 

with high number of extreme values (such as U-shaped distributions) led to less accurate imputed 

values. On the other hand, Ledig et al. (2016) found that Latent Trees accurately classify dementia 

diagnoses, even under the presence of potential outliers. 

Computational efficiency of different methods  
Methods for handling data missingness can be assessed based on the accuracy of imputed values, as 

well as on their statistical and computational simplicity (Salgado et al., 2016). In this section, we 

discuss studies that have commented and presented evidence on differences in computational 
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efficiency across different methods. However, the result of each study cannot be considered in 

isolation, as the choice of the method and the importance of computational efficiency depend on 

specific aspects of each study such as the characteristics of the dataset (e.g., whether it is large or 

small), the missingness mechanism (e.g., simpler methods can be more attractive due to simplicity 

when data is MCAR, but simple methods can produce heavily biased estimates when the data is 

MNAR,) and the aims of the research.  

Montiel et al. (2018) presented a model-based imputation, Cascaded Imputation, that is able to handle 

small and large datasets and different missingness mechanisms (MCAR and MAR). Cascaded 

Imputation (CIM) is paired with either RF algorithm or regression22, and they compared it to more 

common approaches (KNN, EM, mean, mode, and constant imputation) in several datasets. Their 

results suggested that KNN performs worse when the data set is very large, although it is one of the 

best methods with small datasets. Regarding, the rate of missingness, the EM’s performance was 

decreasing as the missing rate increased. Overall, CIM was the best performer across rates of 

missingness, also under large datasets. 

The authors tested the scalability of these methods and presented the imputation time against 

different percentages of missingness and mechanisms. Interestingly, CIM took longer to impute data 

when data was MCAR, because it required more iterations as missingness was similarly distributed 

across different variables. On the other hand, imputation time of CIM decreased when missing values 

increased - as the training set became smaller. Instead, imputation time for KNN and EM increased 

alongside the percentage of missing values. For a very large dataset, more than 31M values, CIM 

paired with regression performed better than any other method, but simple methods also performed 

relatively well, and better than KNN and EM. For this reason, the authors suggested that simple 

methods can be a good alternative for extremely large datasets, to avoid the computational burden of 

more complex approaches. 

In another study, Petrazzini et al. (2021) tested the performance of several imputation methods in 

terms of computational time. The authors found that RF was slightly more accurate but also 

significantly more time-consuming than KNN (36h vs 10h). On the other hand, in the setting of this 

paper, although MICE and an EM algorithm with bootstrapping (Amelia) had much lower 

computational times (3 and 8 hours), they provided significantly less accurate imputed values. 

Finally, while studying Multiple Imputation, Huque et al. (2018) compared different specifications of the 

imputation model to accurately reflect the structure of the data. In this case, some specifications, such 

as Generalised Linear Mixed Model or imputation models with heteroscedastic variance included 

significantly higher computational complexity. However, it should be taken into consideration that 

these are special cases of MI approaches.  

The impact of different methods on statistical 
inference 
The decision of how to deal with missing data is a very important one. The selected approach can 

substantially affect the results of empirical analysis, which in turn may affect policy decisions. The 

unavoidable uncertainty surrounding missing values should entail cautious approaches to perform 

statistical inference. Qin (2017a) discussed the problem of handling missing data in causal inference 

and highlighted that wrong assumptions on imputation models may lead to biased estimates.  

 

22 This approach splits the dataset into a complete and an incomplete set, attributes are sorted given their degree of completeness, and 

imputation happens starting by the attribute with less missing values. 
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For instance, a study by Conde and Poston (2020) indicated that under listwise deletion and mean 

imputation, African American women were more likely to have had an adolescent birth, while when 

using MI, the results showed no significant difference in the probability of adolescent birth across 

ethnic groups. Tan et al. (2017) obtained significant differences in prevalence of dementia in a cross-

sectional study. In their case, ignoring observation with missing data (i.e., when they used the CCA 

method) significantly underestimated the prevalence rate of dementia compared to when they 

performed imputation. Allotey & Harel (2019) used data from the Collaborative Perinatal Project (CPP) 

to show that results from MI (both Fully Conditional Specification and Multivariate Normal Imputation) 

and CCA differ. The authors did not recommend deletion methods if data is not assumed to be MCAR. 

In an MCAR scenario, Selvi et al. (2020) compared EM, regression imputation, and mean substitution 

to show that each method to handle missing data has different implications on the study of 

measurement invariances across students23, with mean substitution being the most consistent with the 

results obtained in the complete dataset. However, according to the authors, these results are not in 

line with previously existing literature and suggest further fundamental research.  

In empirical studies exploring a relationship of interest, there are no true observed values for some 

observations to compare and test the accuracy of imputation methods. For this reason, further 

simulation studies may be needed to better understand the consequences of each method on 

subsequent estimates and modelling (Çay, Firat, and Kaçar, 2021). For instance, McNeish (2017) 

generated data through linear regression where predictor variables are generated from standard 

normal distributions. They then simulated a MAR and a MNAR scenario. In the first case, missingness 

was conditional on the outcome variable and the covariates, while in the MNAR scenario, missingness 

was conditional on a new variable that was generated, but not included, in the model. 

Regardless of the complexity of the selected imputation method, there are always some underlying 

assumptions, and the mechanism is still, at least, partially unknown (Bhattacharjee et al., 2020). The 

literature reviewed proposed sensitivity analyses as a good practice to add robustness to the 

conclusion of research studies and following decision-making (Griswold et al., 2021; Novotny et al., 

2021; Baio and Leurent, 2016). These sensitivity analyses should incorporate the uncertainty of 

missingness by discussing findings if missingness mechanisms assumptions are violated (Gabrio et al., 

2017), and there are even existing codes in standard statistical packages available in the literature to 

conduct these analyses (Griswold et al., 2021). In line with the above, Baio and Leurent (2016) 

recommended that researchers should consider the reasons and amount of missingness, perform 

sensitivity analyses assuming different mechanisms, and consider the risks of missingness and the 

methods to impute missing records as part of the discussion of the results.  

 

23 Measurement invariances is a research object to capture whether different groups understand and conceptualise several ideas in a similar 

manner. 
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Sensitivity Analysis – A proposed method to use when data are missing not at random 

Relevant to comparisons between methods and efficiency of approaches are also studies that 

focus on sensitivity analyses. Leurent et al. (2018) addressed a gap in practical guidance on 

how to conduct sensitivity analysis to assess the robustness of conclusions to plausible MNAR 

assumptions. The goal of such sensitivity analysis, when data is not MAR, is to explore the 

results of the analysis under alternative scenarios for the missing data. They focussed 

particularly on pattern mixture modelling with multiple imputation, which has the key 

advantages of accessibility, flexibility and transparency. Ready implementation with standard 

software and approaches allows the focus to be on identifying relevant MNAR scenarios and 

assessing their plausibility. Pattern-mixture models formulate the MNAR problem in terms of the 

different distributions between the missing and observed data (i.e., the overall distribution is 

considered as a mixture of the distribution of the observed and the distribution of the missing 

values (‘pattern-mixture’)). Thereafter, a sensitivity analysis for MNAR within this approach 

involves performing a pattern-mixture model with a parameter capturing how the distribution of 

the missing values could differ from the conditional distribution based on the observed data. 

However, they also noted the following limitations with this approach:  

(i) every trial raises different issues, and it is not possible to recommend a universal 

framework for MNAR sensitivity analyses,  

(ii) some assumptions could be too simplistic to capture the varied reasons behind 

missing data, and  

(iii) their proposed framework is applicable to continuous outcomes and, while the main 

ideas are relevant for other outcomes (e.g., binary or survival), they do raise 

additional challenges, especially around model compatibility and elicitation, thus 

further work is needed. 
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Conclusion 

Missing data is a common issue in research using both administrative and survey data. The presence 

of missingness affects the quality of the dataset, which impacts the validity of the analysis, thus, also 

the interpretation of the results. The magnitude of the impact depends on various factors, such as 

whether missingness is random or not, the prevalence of missingness within a dataset, as well as the 

distribution of the data observed. The literature has identified several reasons for missing data, such 

as individuals' refusal to provide personal and sensitive information, errors by humans when 

processing, linking and transferring the data, and machine errors. 

The ONS is currently undergoing a transformation programme, which is looking to reduce reliance on 

surveys through enhancing the quality of administrative data. Consequently, addressing common 

issues affecting the quality of administrative data, such as missingness, is of critical importance for the 

success of the transformation programme. This report aims to contribute to the objectives of the 

transformation programme by presenting the results of a systematic review of the literature, focussing 

on methods that can be applied to address missing data in administrative and non-survey data. There 

are two key themes explored in this review. Firstly, the prevalent forms and implications of missingness 

are discussed, and secondly, the key methods used in the literature are presented together with their 

key benefits and drawbacks. The literature discussed consists mostly of recent academic studies.  

Before deciding how to deal with missingness, the underlying mechanisms need to be explored. Data 

may be missing completely at random (MCAR), at random (MAR) or not at random (MNAR). When 

data is missing completely at random, the observed population is a random sub-sample of the total 

population, and the missing information is less probable to create significant issues to the validity of 

any estimates produced. When data is missing at random, missingness can be completely 

characterised with observed information. The most challenging scenario is when data is missing not at 

random, thus the probability of a value to be missing depends on unobserved information. 

Missing data always leads to reduced sample size, thus reduced precision of any estimates. 

Depending on the underlying mechanism, missingness can also lead to invalid statistical inference and 

biased estimates. Under MCAR, reduced sample size and precision are the key challenges, while 

estimates are usually unbiased. When data are MAR, analysis of these data may still produce valid 

estimates if the missingness model is correctly specified. Finally, MNAR, if not dealt appropriately, will 

lead to biased estimates. However, understanding the data generating process and the research 

context, formulating valid assumptions based on this knowledge and testing those assumptions with 

sensitivity analysis, can help researchers to deal with such missingness and produce robust datasets 

and estimates.  

The report discusses four broad categories of methods to handle missing data. The first category is 

deletion, which is a simplistic method that is more suitable for data MCAR. The next group of methods 

is weighting, which is still based on a simple technique, but improves on deletion by applying weights 

on observed data to improve the representativeness of a sample. The third category of methods refers 

to techniques that impute values to create a new complete dataset. There are numerous imputation 

techniques, including simple methods such as mean or median imputation, last observation carried 

forward, linear interpolation and hot deck imputation. More complicated, model-based, imputation 

methods (e.g., regression, likelihood-based and multiple imputation methods) aim to improve the 

efficiency, precision and validity of previous methods by considering the relationship between 

variables (observed and unobserved) and the uncertainty in imputed values. However, they also have 

drawbacks and limitations. Finally, the machine learning literature has also developed techniques to 

handle missingness, such as the K-Nearest Neighbours and the Random Forest algorithms.  
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This paper provides a comprehensive overview of the key methods to handle missingness, together 

with a discussion of their main advantages and disadvantages. The choice of method is affected by 

many different factors and criteria, thus it is done on a case-by-case basis. Apart from precision and 

robustness, there are other criteria that need to be considered when making those decisions. For 

example, the purpose of the research and the context are extremely important. In some cases, for 

example, simplicity and transparency should be prioritised (e.g., when imputed data is published by a 

statistical authority), while in other cases, such as in academic research, priority could be the impact 

of a method on causal inference.  

A key gap identified by our REA was academic research exploring our research questions specifically 

on administrative datasets. The literature identified by our search strategy mostly focussed on non-

administrative datasets, and although all methods included in this report can be applied to 

administrative data, more exploration on specific aspects of those data would be extremely valuable. 

For example, more research around the issue of representativeness in administrative data sources, or 

on the particularities of linking different administrative data sources with each other.  

Future research can explore the grey literature, including research from statistical authorities in other 

countries on how they deal with missing data in applications directly comparable to large 

administrative sources used by the ONS. Related to this, collaboration, including exchanging 

knowledge and expertise, between statistical authorities from different countries can also be valuable. 

A very important next step from this review is the application and testing of the methods discussed on 

a dataset that is representative of the datasets used by the ONS (i.e., with similar magnitude and 

missingness). Finally, as discussed briefly in this report, it is crucial to understand which datasets and 

statistics used and produced by the ONS are affected by data missingness and then investigate the 

reasons behind missingness on a case-by-case basis. This exercise will inform how to best deal with 

missingness in each case.  
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Appendix A – Research Protocol  

To ensure that the Rapid Evidence Assessment (REA) is as comprehensive as possible in its coverage 

of relevant research, a protocol was developed and agreed with the Office for National Statistics 

(ONS) for identifying, reviewing and synthesising the evidence. The protocol set out the research 

questions, inclusion criteria, and search strategy. The sections below provide details on the research 

questions, information sources, search strategy, and selection process. 

Research questions 
Based on the tight timescale of this project, and to ensure that available resources are used efficiently 

to answer the key research questions, we divided the research questions into primary and secondary 

questions. Primary research questions were the core of our search strategy and they were used as the 

primary inclusion criteria. Primary research questions were targeted to identify the most prevalent 

forms of missingness and methods for robustly dealing with missing data. Secondary research 

questions were not used to shape our inclusion and exclusion criteria, but when relevant evidence 

identified in the reviewed studies was recorded and discussed in the report. 

Primary research questions 

Theme I: Forms of missingness and implications 

• What are the prevalent forms of missing data in different types of administrative sources of 

social, economic, business and population statistics? 

• What are the causes of missingness?  

• What are the consequences of missing data if not addressed?  

Theme II: Methods 

• What methods exist to address different forms of missingness in administrative data? 

• What are the methods that exist to address missingness in population statistics that can be 

applied to administrative data? 

• What are the main benefits and drawbacks of each method? 

• Which approaches are most suitable for longitudinal and cross-sectional data? 

Secondary research questions 

• What is the impact of different methods for dealing with missingness on subsequent estimating 

and modelling? 

• What is the cut-off level of missingness after which it is suggested for practitioners to start 

imputing data? 

• How can these methods be applied when linking together different sources of administrative 

data?  

• What are the main ethical considerations when imputing information into administrative 

datasets, if any? 
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Inclusion and exclusion criteria 
The inclusion and exclusion criteria listed below were used to decide if the materials identified from the 

search were suitable for answering the core research questions of this project. In this context, our 

criteria were developed to reflect the primary questions listed above. 

These criteria were used to decide which studies to move from a long list of materials towards a short 

list of studies that were included in our review.  

Table 2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria. 

Theme Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria 

Forms of 

missingness 

All forms of missingness related to 

administrative data and non-survey data. 

Types of missingness that 

are only relevant to survey 

data. 

Methods Studies discussing methods that can be 

applied to address missingness in non-

survey/administrative data.  

Methods applied to survey 

data that are not suitable 

for administrative data.  

Date of research 2016 onwards. Before 2016. 

Language English. Research not available in 

English.  

Geographic area UK studies and non-UK studies focusing on 

methodologies that can be applied in 

administrative/non-survey data. For non-UK 

studies, we will prioritise research using 

administrative/non-survey data. 

 

Type of studies Peer-reviewed journal articles, non-peer-

reviewed academic outputs, book chapters, 

government-commissioned research and 

publications, publications by research 

organisations (i.e., working papers, evidence 

by providers of interventions/support), and 

conference proceedings. 

Books or other work of 

equivalent length, doctoral 

theses. 

 

Our search was targeted on recent studies that have been published from 2016 up to this year. 

Searching in this time period allowed us to capture the latest progress in relevant methods; key, older 

papers are expected to have been considered within the most recent literature. 

Due to the depth of the literature relevant to the primary research questions and satisfying the above 

inclusion criteria, in combination with the tight timescales of this project, we decided in collaboration 

with the ONS to add two additional, more restrictive inclusion criteria. The additional criteria aimed at 

ensuring a comprehensive understanding of all methods and maximising the relevance of the papers 

included in the review, while decreasing the number of studies to a more manageable number. The 

additional criteria are listed below. In addition, based on the aim of the report, the scope of the primary 

research questions and the depth of the academic literature and thus the number of results obtained, 

we focused only on the academic literature and did not review the grey literature.  
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(i) Additional Criterion I: Being missingness-focused.  

The papers included in the short list: 

i. directly address the first set of research questions (prevalent forms, causes and 

consequences of missingness), or 

ii. focus on approaches/methodologies to dealing with missingness 

For example, we did not prioritise papers that focus on approaches towards addressing 

missingness that work specifically in the context of a model / data analysis framework (that is 

not applied to administrative data).  

(ii) Additional Criterion II: Reviews of methods or literature.  

We included papers that discuss more than one method to approach missingness or compare 

their approach to other existing methodologies. 

In addition to the above, we flagged and prioritised papers focusing on administrative data. 

Information sources  
We retrieved evidence from academic literature. For this purpose, we focused on databases of 

published and unpublished academic literature, including ABI/Inform, JSTOR, Science Direct, 

SpringerLink, Scopus, SAGE, SSRN eLibrary, IDEAS, Google Scholar. 

In addition to our systematic search and approach to the literature, we retained flexibility and included 

a small number of studies obtained through backward snowballing (i.e., considering the literature cited 

on the references of a start set paper) and forward snowballing (i.e., tracking the literature that cites a 

paper that is reviewed). This was applied in cases when we identified significant gaps in the design of 

methods or its implications in order to ensure a comprehensive understanding of existing techniques 

of interest. 

Search strategy  
We designed the search strategy to ensure it is targeted at thoroughly answering the key research 

questions. Table 2 illustrates the keywords that were used to identify relevant sources of evidence. 

Table 3. Search Keywords 

KEYWORDS 

KEYWORD 1 

Main subject 
Missingness; missing; incomplete data. 

KEYWORD 2 

Types of data 

Population; administrative; non-survey; cross-sectional; longitudinal; 

panel; item; coverage; integrated data. 

KEYWORD 3 

Methods 

Method/Methods (general); Technique/Techniques (general); 

imputed/imputation; full information maximum likelihood; expectation 

maximisation; chained equation; matched/matching; survival 

analysis; Bayesian inference; sensitivity analysis. 

 

Different combinations of search terms and keyword fields were selected to identify relevant evidence.  
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Study records 
Selection process and data collection 
A long list of relevant research studies and reports was identified from the literature search using the 

agreed search terms. Our team of researchers screened this list based on the inclusion criteria by 

reading the titles and abstracts and agreed upon a short list of studies that were read in their entirety. 

A sample of titles was screened independently by two researchers, and the results were compared 

and discussed to ensure consistency.  

Data Extraction  
We recorded and tracked our trials and findings in a Research Activity Sheet (RAS) during the 

literature search. The RAS included the search strings used in each database and the number of 

results for each one of them. When the search was completed, the duplicates were removed, and the 

long list was screened to create a short list of selected studies. We used a Research Extraction Sheet 

(RES) to capture key information from each study included in the short list. The RES includes the 

details for each study listed below. During the literature search, we recognised key forms of 

missingness and methodologies that were used in the RES as pre-defined categories to ensure 

consistency in data recording. 

• Title  

• Author(s)  

• Type of publication  

• Publication date  

• Source 

• Country/Region of focus  

• Abstract 

• Forms of missingness (and types of data)  

• Methodology to address missingness 

• Benefits and limitations of methodologies 

• Area of focus (e.g., social, economics, business, etc.) 

• Themes of secondary questions covered 
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Appendix B – Machine Learning Algorithms 

The missForest algorithm 
In this section, we discuss in detail the missForest algorithm 24. Suppose we have a matrix of 

predictors 𝑋  with dimensions 𝑛 × 𝑝 that needs imputation. For each variable 𝑋𝑠 that contains missing 

values at entries 𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑠
(𝑠)

⊆ {1,  2,   … ,  𝑛}, the dataset is categorised into: 

• 𝑦𝑜𝑏𝑠
(𝑠)

: non-missing values of variable 𝑋𝑠 

• 𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑠
(𝑠)

: missing values of variable 𝑋𝑠 

• 𝑥𝑜𝑏𝑠
(𝑠)

: variables other than 𝑋𝑠, with observations 𝑖𝑜𝑏𝑠
(𝑠)

= {1,  2,   … ,  𝑛}\𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑠
(𝑠)

 

• 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑠
(𝑠)

: variables other than 𝑋𝑠, with observations 𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑠
(𝑠)

 

 

Let 𝛾 be a stopping criterion. The algorithm works in the following way: 

• Make an initial guess for all missing categorical/numeric values (e.g. mean, mode) 

• 𝑘 ←   vector of column indices in 𝑋 , sorted in ascending order of % missing 

• while not 𝛾 do: 

• 𝑋𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑖𝑚𝑝

 ←  store previous imputed matrix 

• for 𝑠 in 𝑘 do: 

•         Fit a random forest predicting the non-missing value of 𝑋𝑠: 𝑦𝑜𝑏𝑠
(𝑠)

~𝑥𝑜𝑏𝑠
(𝑠)

 

•         Use this to predict the missing values of 𝑋𝑠: predict 𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑠
(𝑠)

 using 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑠
(𝑠)

 

•          𝑋𝑛𝑒𝑤
𝑖𝑚𝑝

←  update imputed matrix, using the predicted 𝑦𝑚𝑖𝑠
(𝑠)

 

• end for 

• Update 𝛾  

• end while 

• return the final imputed matrix 𝑋𝑖𝑚𝑝 

  

 

24 We follow the explanation provided in the following source: 

https://rpubs.com/lmorgan95/MissForest#:~:text=MissForest%20is%20a%20random%20forest,then%20predicts%20the%20missing%20part. 

https://rpubs.com/lmorgan95/MissForest#:~:text=MissForest%20is%20a%20random%20forest,then%20predicts%20the%20missing%20part.
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Artificial Neural Networks 
An ANN consists of three layers: an input layer, some hidden layers, and an output layer. The input 

layer receives information to produce output using an activation function. This output passes to the 

next hidden layer until they reach the final output layer. Figure B1 illustrates a typical ANN scheme.  

The general model of ANN is defined by the following equation (Pyo et al., 2017): 

𝑦 = 𝑓 (∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑥𝑖
𝑖

) 

where 𝑥𝑖 is the input from a node 𝑖  in the previous layer, 𝑦  is the output value, 𝑓(. ) is the activation 

function and 𝑤𝑖 denotes the weights of input 𝑥𝑖. 

The main objective of the model is to find the optimal weights 𝑤𝑖 to minimise the loss function between 

the predicted values and the true values, using a back-propagation algorithm, i.e. computing the 

gradient of the loss function with respect to each weight with backward iterations from the output layer 

to the input layer. 

Figure B1. An Artificial Neural Network. 

Source: Pyo, Sujin, et al. "Predictability of machine learning techniques to forecast the trends of market index prices: 
Hypothesis testing for the Korean stock markets." PloS one 12.11 (2017): e0188107. 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0188107.g001 

  

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0188107.g001
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Support Vector Machine 
The SVM defines a binary linear classification model based on the given data and performs 

predictions. The data is split by a wide gap and classification of the predicted data is based on a 

hyperplane. Figure B2 depicts the case where data is linearly separated using a set of 𝑛  data points 

(𝑥1, 𝑦1), (𝑥2, 𝑦2), … , (𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛), where 𝑦𝑖 = −1 or 𝑦𝑖 = 1 determines the class. 𝑥𝑖 is a p-dimensional 

vector. The purpose of the model is to find the maximum distance between the hyperplane and the 

data points (Pyo et al., 2017). 

As mentioned earlier, the two hyperplanes are defined in the following way: 

𝑤 ∙ 𝑥 − 𝑏 = +1  

𝑤 ∙ 𝑥 − 𝑏 = −1  

The distance between two hyperplanes is 2 2 ∥ 𝑤 ∥⁄  and it is maximised after minimising ∥ 𝑤 ∥  . The 

hyperplane that is at the midpoint between the two dashed planes is the maximum margin hyperplane 

and the points on the two planes are support vectors. For more details regarding the minimisation 

problem, see Pyo et al. (2017). 

Figure B2. A Support Vector Machine. 

Source: Pyo, Sujin, et al. "Predictability of machine learning techniques to forecast the trends of market index 
prices: Hypothesis testing for the Korean stock markets." PloS one 12.11 (2017): e0188107. 
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0188107.g002  
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